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This is the second of a three-volume set. This volume reports

the rationale, procedure, and findings from the follow-up of 117

1975/76 graduates of OGU's College of Education teacher certification

Program-

Rationales

One component of the Followqp projectSschedule for implementa-

tion in 1978/79 was the contacting of graduates of the 1975/76 certi-

fication program. This was part of a larger plan to contact, in each

of three consecutive years, one-year out, three-year out, and five-

year out 4r2g,a)/. The first-year out graduates were contacted during

the FollowUp project's first year of operation (1977/78); thus,

one rationale for contacting this sample was to continue the estab-

lished design.

A second and more important rationale was that traditional Follow-

up projects concentrate only on those graduat.s who are teaching, but

make no effort to examine career patterns of all graduates. The

rationale here was, to contact every person in a truly random sample

of all 1975/76gradUates,whether a person was teaching or not. It

was more than a hunch that many careers besides the typical career

pattern of "graduation-job search-employment in the fall.of the

1. Volume 2 reports the findings of reoontacting 40 teachers who were
surveyed, interviewed, and observed last year (1977/78). Volume 1
reports the findings of an ethnographic investigation of preservice
credential candidates. These are available at no charge by writing to:
Dr. Gary celiess, Folio; Vp Project, College of Education, The Ohio
State University, Rm. 210D Ramseyer Hall, 29 W. Woodruff Ave., Columbus,
Ohio 43210.
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graduating year-oamtinuedemnloyment" existed among gradutes. Our

findings have borne out this hunch to a greater degree than we ever

suspected.

Teacher training works on a two-level system at OSU. Students

begin their training by taking college-wide are courses, then later

specialize in a subject, such as Early and Middle Childhood Education,

Health Education, English Education, or Physical Education. Findings

must be useful to two audiences, one college-wide and one program-

specific. In 1977/78, one report was written for both audiences. In

this year separate reports seen more appropriate. That audience con-

cerned with college-wide issues will find this report mast useful;

individual program faculty have separate reports; under separate

cover, detailing only their graduates' progress in the post-university

world. The dual-audience at OSU was the final rationale for the

undertaking of this general report about three-year out graduates.

C
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Procedures

The sample for the three-year study consisted of 117 randomly

selected graduates of the 197V76 graduating class of the College of

Education, at The Ohio State University. Including elementary and

secondary four-year graduates, the population totaled approximately

1100 persons. The randan sample comprised slightly more than 10% of

those persons who were eligible to begin teaching in September of

1976.

The rep on the next page shows the location of those persons re-

siding in the state of Ohio; the following map (Figure 2) shows the

location of all those who were contacted.

The procedures section gives specific details on how these per-

sons were contacted. As letters continue to trickle in 85 of the

117 persons have been located. This figure is 72.6% of the original

randomly-drawn sample.

How This Study Was Done

In October of 1978 a list of all OSU College of Education gradu-

ates eligible to teach in September 1976 was drawn up. From this list

117 names were randomly selected.

In December of 1978, a four step procedure was established by

which each of these persons would be contacted.

7
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In Step 1, letters, human subject committee consent forms, and

the questionnaire, reproduced in Appendix A, were mailed to each grad-

uate on the list. By January, 1979 this resulted in returns frun 24

persons, change of address forms for 10 persons, no responses fran 40

persons, a.c.d "Not deliverazle: addressee unknown" returns for the re-

maining 43 persons.

In Step 2, a search was begun to locate the 43 persons for whan

no addresses were known. These were thought to be graduates who had

either a) left the university with a Lzloorary Columbus, Ohio address,

b) aaved from a previous permanent address more than once in the years

1976-79, c) -hanged name due to marriage d) left a change of address

but whose post office had not responded.

To track down each of these persons, a second set of letters were

mailed in February, 1979 asking only that the graduate respond with

cum:gni:mailing address, occupation, and telephone information. Fran

this mailing, 25 replies and ten aaaress corrections were received

from post offices around the country.

In February the location of 48 persons were :,till unknown. To

contact these persons, Step 3 was instituted. Archival information

on each graduate retri2v2d, showing parents' phone number, high school

attended, program area, etc. Phone calls were then made to the most

promising phone numbers available. At the same time, responses to the

previous two mailings kept trickling in. By the end of March, 82

persons had been contacted, leaving 35 graduates unaccounted for.

In Step 4, telephone interviews with 40 of the 85 persons were
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=Inducted. This interview is reproduced in Appendix C. Site visits

were also made to 10 graduates who were teaching in the Columbus

area.

Li s.mnazy, three categories of data are ava.lable for 85 of

the 117 1975/76 graduates. For each of these persons there is either

a 66-item self-report questionnaire, a 14-item telephone interview,

or a site visitation packet. (See Appendix A). The 66-itara question-_
naire focused on career information; the short questionnaire on cur-

rent location and occupatienAteaching changes in teaching &Ting

the past three years; the site visitation_ packet en-global character-

istics of the graduate's personality, social situation, and work en-

vironment.

Findings

This section will combine and report results for the three sets

of instruments: mail questionnaire, telephone interview, and site

visit packet.

Demographic Information

A total of 19 different kinds of demographic information were

gathered on the 66-item questionnaire. The items will be reported in

this order:

All respondents answered questions concerning these matters:

Occupation
Sex
Socio-economic background

Age
Religion

11
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Father's occupation at the beginning of college
Mxried status
amber of dnildren
Conamity born in
Ctauunity raised in
Type of high school
Additional college work done since graduation
Degree attending, if taking courses

Only those graduacf.-: gently teaching answeredcrwstions dealing

with these matters:

Present grade level to Thing
Number of children in class
Percentage of time working alone
General kind of setting (self-contained, traditional, open, etc.)

Table 1 gives the distributica of jobs for those persons contacted.

Of the 77 personswbc reported current work status, 54 (70%) are

teaching, 21 (27%) are working in non-education related positions, of

the remainder two (3%) are unemployed, five persons (7%) did not re-

port current occupation, three (2.5%) refused to participate, and 32

persons (27.3%) could rot be located. Fbr those in teaching positions,

the percentages.of teadling graduates to program areas are:

Elementary: 31 (57%)

Secondary: 5 ( 9%)

Distributive Education: 1 (, 2%)

Physicdl Education: 5 ( 9%)
tZlemn. & Second.)

Exceptional Children: 3 ( 5%)

Health Education: 1 ( 2%)

Industrial Technology: 1 ( 2%)

12
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Table 1

Current Occupations

Tead-1.* (64%)

preschool teacher
kindergarten teacher
elementary teacher
middle school teacher,
secondary teacher
vocational teacher
substitute - elementary
substitute - secondary
hygienist teacher
LD tutor
PE teacher
recreation director
teaches mentally retarded
teaches mentally & physically

handicapped
reading specialist

1
4

18
4

5

1
3

3

3

4

3

2

1

1
1

Nonteaching (25%)

professional traveler
nothing
staff assistant at bank
graduate students
personnel aide
administrative secretary
manager trainee for finance

comPanY
assistant manager of boat co.
unit manager at hospital
building superintendent
audiologist
cosmetic consultant
computer programmer
sales representative
truck driver
speech therapist
waiter
construction worker
waitress & tutor

54

1
1
1
3
1
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2,

Unable to contact but not teaching
in Ohio*= 32

Did not report occupation = 5 (8%)

Refused to participate = 3 (3%)

Unemployed = 2 (2%)

*Determined not to be teaching through a cross-check of social security
numbers with State Department of Education statistics.

13
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The remainder of the demographic it will be tabulated

in the foLlaqing tables.

14
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

t t

1. Sex

Number of
Res

/1749/2 or (~46)

48

2. Socio-ethnic 48
background

3. Age 48

4. Religion 48
(number cate-
gory, number
active)

5. Father's
occupation
at time of
entry to
college

6. Marital
status
(children)
(pregnant)

Female: 34
Male: 14

Caucasian: 46
Hispanic: 1
Asian: 0
American: 1

24-57

Protestant:
Methodist:
Catholic:
Baptist:
Christian:
Presbyterian:
Lutheran:
Episcopalian:
Jewish:
rime:

48 blue collar:
deceased:
farmer:
professional:
teacher:
white collar:

13, 7
10, 6
8, 4
4, 2
3, 1
3, 1
4, 1
1, 0
1, 0
1, 0

21
2
3

6

5
11

(2)

48 male, married 8 (3)
male, single 6
female, married 25 (6)
female, single 9

15

25

A
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TABLE 2 (cont'd)

SUMMRY OF DEYDGRAPHICS

Item
Number of

-Bespgpss Range, Distribution Mean or (mode)

Cbmmunity born 48 Village, (Towns in
(size) (state) Town: 17 (Ohio) Ohio)

City: 16 (Ohio)
5 (PA, Ill,

Ark, WV,
E. Germany)

Cols or Cleveland: 10

Community raised 48
(size) (state)

Village, Town: 24 (Ohio) (Villages or
1 (CA) Tbwns in Ohio)

City: 7 (Ohio)
1 (Ey)
1 (E. Germany)

Cols or Cleveland: 12

Type of HS 48 public: 42 (public)
public and private: 1
private: 1
parochial: 4

Positions 63 engineering: 3 (Professional
seriously ccoputer programer: 4 or Service)
considered business /management: 8
in college science: 2

self-employed: 8
(writer, photo-
grapher, craft shop,
translator)

arts (theatre, 7
artist, musician)

professional 10
college teacher 2
service (airline 10

stewardess, ther-
apist)

military 1
none 3
teaching 5

16
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TABLE 2 (cont'i)

SUMARY OF LEH:GRAPHICS

Ntrnber of

orItem Responses e, ibatim
(MeariIvbc3B)

Influence of
family, friends,
teachers on the
career choice

College work
since the BA

If yes to above,
degree objective

If taking a
course now,
mere?

48 family: 10
family & friends: 3
friends: 4
friends &
teachers 3

teachers 11
family &
teachers 8

others 4
none 4
don't kraal 1

(TeachQrS)

48 Yes: 21 0:4
No: 27

26 MA 16 (A)
PhD 1
Special Ed
Certificate 4

Other (4A/pub-
lic adnin; JD)

5

Yes: 10 OSU 3 (Not taking)
No: 36 OSU,Marion 1

Ohio Northern 1
Cornell 1
CTI 1
UWV 1
Denver 1
Golden West
College 1

17
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These following items, tabulated in Table 3, additionally

summarize the responses of those persons who are currently teaching.

There were 29 persons in this group.

TABLE 3

ADDITIONAL DEMDGRAPHIC RESPONSES
OF THOSE CURRENTLY TEACHING

Item
Nutter of
Responses Distribution Mean or (Mode)

Grade level 29 preschool 1
kindergarten 4
k-3 1
1st grade 2
2nd grade 5
3rd grade 1
4th grade 1

NInber of
parents seen per
month

27

5th & 5-6 grades 1
7th & 7-8 grades 2
8th grade 1
high school 6
all levels 1
k-5 1
tutors - gifted 1.

tutors subj. 1

1-2 5
2-4 6
5-6 4
7-8 1
9-10 0
11-12 2
13-14 0
15-16 1
17-18 1
19-20 1
30 2
all parents 2
nrt applicable 2

(1-4)

is



Item

Number of
students in
claFa

Working with
another adult

General kii..nd

of setting

15

TABLE 3 (oont'd)

SUMIARY OF DEMDGRAPHICS

Number of
Responses Distribution Mean or NNW

27 1-10 2 (21-30)
11-20 6
21-30 11
31-40 2
41-50 1
51-60 1
110-120 1
130-140 1
160-180 1
large variance 3

27 less than 50% of (less than
the time 21

more than 50% of
the time 4

never 2

50%)

27 self-contained
classroom 19

primarily self-
contained 2
with hall or
other space

open setting 3
other (gym,

tutoring roan) 3

(self -- contained)

1J
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10. a. Mere were you raised (where most years before age 16 were
spent)?

W-47

Ohio: Delphos
Loraine 2
Fredericktown
Marion County
Columbus 5
Lima 4
Sidney
Shelby

Marysville-Richwood
Granville
Wapokoneta

Other states:
Rantail, Alabama
Kinsburg, Calif
Louisville, Ky

Cleveland 2
New Carlisle
Zanesville
Grove City
Jackson
Bradford
Malamora
Comer
Marion 2
Lexington & Shelby
Kenton

Other countries:

Frankenburg/Eden, Germany

b. What type
N=48

19

17
--7r-

of ccauunity is this?

a.

b.
c.

d.

city
rural
small town
Other (specify)

Bloom Township
Pandora
Youngstown
Madison Township
Grandview Heights 2
Toronto
Mena
Hillsboro
Cuyahoga Falls
various towns

11. Where did you receive your secondary schooling?
N*48

43 a. public school
0 b. private, coed
0 c. private, all male

12. How did you came to attend OSU?
N=65

1 d. private, all female
4 e. parochial
0 f. Other (specify)

scholarshio for OSU, Lima 1
College of Architecture 1
Sister, friends, or brothers went to OSU 1
Teacher recommended 1
Friends recommended 1
Counselors recommended 1
Convenience, close to home 22
Came to Cols to marry 3
Economics 10
Friend/relative in Cols. 2
State University 1

20

Always wanted to 1
Dental hygiene 1
Well known Uhiv. 2
Good education 2
Good courses 1
Variety of courses 1
Worked there 1
They paid fees 1
Size 1
No response 1
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FINDINM

The :zst :...ction gave some demographic statistics on the 1975/76

graduates. No further item -by -item statistics will be given here. In-

stead, Appeneix B will report tabulated results for each nondemographic

item in the 66-item gpestionnaire, the telephone interview, and the

site visit packet. This section will interpret the results in two

ways. Fire'_, the findings from the nonteaching graduates in the sample

will be interpreted. Men the findings fran the teachers in the sample

will be interpreted..

Nonteachers

The 23 persons in the sample who report not currently teaching

contain those who tried teaching but left, those who chose another

occupation immediately upon graduation and those who have not yet

worked.

The nonteachers in this sample chose not to teach for a number

of reasons. Many (45%) wished they could have found a job. One-

fourth of the 23 respondents did go to at least one interview but were

"dgmcked at the low salaries" and began looking for other work. The

remainder of the 23 respondents gave more personal reasons for not

teaching. One decided to become a "full-time wife". Another said,

"I never had any intention of teaching, the program was just:easy."

As Table 1 shows, these persons chose a diverse range of occupations,

fran-audiologist to unit manager at a hospital. It appears, then, that

a teaching degree can fulfill job entry requirements in a variety of

octions.

21
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The majority of these nonteachers do not plan to try teaching;

when asked, only 30% regret not having tried to teach, while 80% of the

23 nonteachexs reported being happy in their present position.

There is evidence, if the high satisfaction in current nonteaching

occupation (see case study of Joe) is any indication, that a BA in

education allows a graduate to enter his/her field of choice. In

this sense, then, the BA serves a certification function rather than

a substantive function.

Nonteachers were asked point-blank, "Why are you not teaching

now?" Four kinds of reasons were given. Mbst common was the response,

"I was unable to relocate, so I couldn't find a job (5 of 13 persons).

Three of the remaining response categories reflect the diverse per-

sonalities of those graduated in 1975/76, as well as their relatively

young age. One graduate just "never got into teaching", and never ordered

a certificate. Three others found during their senior year that they

"just didn't like kids." One of these graduates discovered this dur-

ing a painful student teaching experience (see the Follow-Up Project'

Technical Report 1 -73: An Ethnographic Investigation of the Student

Teaching Experience, May, 1979). One graduate reported he had a part-

time job during college that turned into a full-time occupation.

One graduate who is blind discovered it would be too difficult to

teach. This graduate did receive a degree in EMS, and now has a full-

time position outside of education.

Nonteachers were asked during an in-depth interview how their

current position was chose. Mbst of the graduates (8 of 13) responded

that they "fell into" their positions:

22
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building superintendent,
construction worker,
sales representative,
assistant manager of a boat coapany,
graduate student,
administrator,
lawyer.

The other five persons are:

unemplayed ("I haven't been ablo to find a jab. "),
ccaputer programer ("I couldn't handle 35 kids

Laing blind, had some courses in cxrnputer
Programming ")

waiter ("not enough money in teaching") ,

audiology (related to degree)
truck driver ("no money in teaching, didn't like

children") .

These persons represent a group who seen zaommon in education:

those graduates who take four years to discover that teaching is

not for them. Tb2 ramairing few do not group into neat categories

and obviously can not be used to generalize to the entire graduating

class.

Teachers

Satisfaction

Several questions in the questionnaires and interviews relate

to the issue of satisfaction with the teacher training program as well

as the graduate's current occupational choice.

A first example is general satisfaction in occupational choice.

These were the responses of teaching and nonteaching graduates to the

question "If you could start over again, what occupation would you choose?"

23
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Teacher Responses (n-=35)

teaching 21
accounting 1 2 9
nursing 1 ri!9
dental
hygiene 2 7

secretary 2 7
journalist 1 2 9
home econcmist 1 a? 9
medical tech-

nologist
don't knad

3

1

1 5
,Z 9

g 2 7

Nonteaching Responses (N=1?)

teaching 4 13
law 2 /7
busirass 2
hospital 1

administrator
librarian 1 9
electrician 1 9
don't kncw 1

It is clear frau these responses that the teacher training ex-

perience has had a strong impAct on both groups. Across groups most

of the graduates would choose to teach if they had it to do all over

again. These responses tell something about the positive feelings

most of the graduates hold about the College of Education.

Another measure of satisfaction is intended future occupation.

Each of the "teaching" respondents were asked, "Where would you like

to be in 5, 10 and 25 years from now?" Ybst frequent response pat-

terns %sere:

24



5 years

Pattern 1:
Educational career intention (t4=8)

21

10 years

Dump les:

'teaching elementary school

teaching preschool

teaching high school

Pattern 2:
Bureaucratic rou'._ (4=10)

Exalt Pies:

guidane counselor in a school

teaching jr. high

full --time teaching

25 years

teaching elementary school teaching college
EMS courses

teachingkindWmgarten director of a
preschool

high school administrator educational
consultant

guidance counselor

MA, teaching high school

reading specialist

Pattern 3:

Family career, return to teaching (N=4)

Exanples:

home, raising family

bearing/raising kids

houseperson

teaching

teaching

teaching

retired

retired

retired

retired

teaching

teaching

Pattern 4:

Nonteaching career (for those anticipating a career change in
future) (N=5)

Ales:

restaurant business

successful lawyer

MBA

restaurant business

successful lawyer

MBA

25

the near

restaurant business

senior lawyer

MBA
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Again, the clear sense of anticipated satisfaction teaching

holds, especially in conjunction with a full personal life, is evi-

dent.

Aar those teaching now (28 responses), 23 (82%) reported being

at least "mare satisfied than dissatisfied with teaching as my oca-

tion.", 3 people reported being equally satisfied and dissatisfied, while

only two persons reported their feelings as "dissatisfied" or "ex-

tremely dissatisfied" with teaching.

These facts do not mean that 1975/76 teaching graduates had no

dissatisfaction with day-to-day teaching. On the contrary, many re-

sponses to questions about dissatisfaction focused on issues such as

"better discipline", "eradicating humanistic philosophies', "kids

having more respect for adults", or "return to corporal punishment".

The modal response reflected a concern emphasized many times by many

teachers: "higher salary". Higher salaries seen to be an important

issue to experienced teachers. It is ironic that of all variables,

salary is least 064W. by the graduate's potential during teacher

training.

The degree to which those teaching are meeting their anticipated

goals, or failing to meet then, is another measure of satisfaction.

Each teacher was asked "Of all the various goals you have in mind as

a teacher, which one do you think you've made pretty good progress to-

ward accomplishing this year?" and "which goal have you made the least

progress toward reaching?"

26
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For the first question, teachers projected their sense of satis-

faction with their improved ability to help students. Personal

goals ("to be calmer") and curriculum goals ("I found a reading readi-

ness program I liked") occurred occasionally, but most frequent re-

sponses mentioned:

"helping students move up academically" *

"having better rapport with the students"

"seeing how the kids can work on their own"

"improving the students' self-concept"

"helping every child"

"devoting attention to individual needs" *

Closely linked with teachers' perceptions about goals they reached

is the kind of children they teach, or would like to teach. When asked

the question, "If you could choose your students in the coming year,

which of the following kind would you select?", the most common response

was (18 of 35) "a group of nice kids frau average homes who are re-

specful and hard-working." Only a few chose, "a group of students

whose needs are a challenge to the teacher", "a group of creative and

intellectually demanding students calling for special effort", "a group

of underprivileged children from difficult hates for wham school can

be a major opportunity." None chose, "children of limited ability

who need anusual patience and sympathy-- sometimes they're called slow

learners".

*these were median response categories, 6 and 4 responses.

27
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The above results reflert the concern third-year teachers in this

sample showed for minimizing the difficult aspects of teaching. To

these teachers, nice kids are rewarding to teach. Satisfaction can be

easily measured when a teacher can see progress in his/her students

every day. Likewise, these teachers are concerned with meeting the

individual needs of students, but only in the sense that the students

can be helped at all; when there is a possibility that effort expended

by the teacher is measurable in achievement or attitude gains, student

success can be used as a rewards source. The teachers in this sample

like to feel needed and useful. Teaching kids who are not capable of

learning, or who do not want to learn, was perceived difficult, exas-

perating, and not leading to a positive teacher self-image.

Rewards

The second major thematic area investigated by this study is rewards.

After three years of teaching, what rewards do teachers perceive stem-

ming fran their chosen profession? The section that follows attempts

to answer this question for the 28 graduates with teaching jobs who

responded to the 66-item questionnaire.

These teachers generally ranked the possible rewards from teach-

ing in this order: rewards received directly from life in the class -

roan; the opportunity to spend summers and holidays in personal pursuits;

the opportunity to influence students; salary; professional prestige;

administrative influence. Overwhelmingly, these teachers, at this point

in their careers, felt that their place is in the classroom, not on the

administration side of public education. The kind of students and
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sodio-economic status of the school was rated to be the most crucial

factor in accepting a new position. They insisted that if another job

were offered to than salary would be a minor consideration. These

teachers reported that most of the rewards stem from interaction with

students they can reach. The reward of interacting and teaching students

who want to learn and who are, as one teacher said, "well-brought up"

more than makes up for the reward of higher salary, or special position

due to meritious teaching. Likewise, these teachers feel that the

students feel rewarded when the teacher takes a professional but in-

dividual interest in the students. These teachers did, not believe that

having a great del of subject matter expertise, knowing of the latest

curriculum materials, or being in with the administration was personally

rewarding.

The concern over enhancing one's self-image is shown again in nest

important aspects of teaching. Of responses, 23 persons responded

with statements related to moral development. A typical response to the

question, "Of the various things you do as a teacher, which aspect is

most important?" was, "being a big influence in students' lives."

Teachers generally believed that they have a moral responsibility to

act 11?:11222ja2rentLs; responses such as, 'host important to me is my

influence over students " or, "developing moral standards in my students"

were variations of a strong moral socialization theme. Imbedded in

these responses was the perception by the teachers that students needed

moral and social guidance. As one teacher put it, "Someone's got to

make these kids think about how they affect each other. . .".

Other concerns that emerged from the responses to the open-ended
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question aboue'most important thing you doi,were discipline and teaching

reading and math. But aside franthe.se two responses, the theme of con-

cern for the moral development of the teachers' students was the only

other response to this question.

Values

7alues and beliefs of these teachers were investigated in four

major areas: beliefs about the role of education in general, attitudes

toward instructional media, beliefs about the role of the teacher, feel-

ings about the importance of teaching.

For the first area, responses were evenly divided among two rather

conservative viewpoints. Half of the 1-.-aspcmdant (10 of 27) felt that

"The schools are basically OK, but should get back to basics fewer

fancy ideas, stricter discipline in general." An natlitional 13 of 27

felt that the schools were OK, but needed to be professionalized and

brought up to technological par with other institutions in the country.

This latter group felt "the schools are basically OK, but they need

newer and better techniques--more specialists, smaller classes, more

applied technology (computers, behavior modification) , higher salaries

to reflect the professional role of teachers." The remaining four

persons felt informal education should become the standard of education

in this country.

The teachers were asked about two kinds of instructional media:

technological items such as TV, computer-assisted instruction, or other

audio-visual learning aides and other more "natural" supplementary
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materials. Overwhelmingly, teachers rejected the statement that these

items were necessary for learning, and felt that they offered little

premise for helping teachers to teach better frcrA day to day. This re-

sponse seems to contradict the previous response of those who seemed

to feel the promise of technology. However, the first question referred

to education in general, while the second question referred to each

teacher's specific classroom. In other words, changes that may came

about in education will, in these teachers' eyes, have to offer great

promise before the routine established in these specific classrooms is

modified to make way for the "improveaents".

Teachers were asked, "Which do you consider most important to

your teaching, warmth and closeness (toward the students) or getting

work done?" Not surprisingly, both categories received responses,

but the former predominated: while seven of 20 persons thought "work"

was most important, 6 felt that "warmth and closeness" caused stUdents

to work effectively. It LI interests nq to note however, that when

the graduates were asked aboalt their most importaw goal in an open-

ended manner, at least half of the sample mentioned work oriented items.

Finally, teacners were asked abort leaving the classroom for ad-

ministration. Of the 27 persons oho rerw)onded to this question, 16

said they would "feel a real loss if I left the olassroam for ad-

ministration ". Two persons were at the other extreme, expressing a

desire to further the goals of the school by entering administration.

The remainder of the persons (11) reprxted mixed emotions about going

into administration.
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Time Distribution

There are few data which shed light on how beginning teachers

spend their time. There are, fortunately, several it in this set

of information about three-year out graduates which carefully inform

this issue.

one question asked of all teachers was, "Could you give re an

approximate picture of how you distribute your time during an average

school week?" These were the responses,*/;) hags,

average range

1. actual classroom teaching 26.36, 6.151'4K 12.5-40, 0-20

2. direct preparation for class 5.32, 1.88 2.5-8.75, 0-8.75
such as lesson planning, set-
ting up equipment, etc.

3. grading papers, etc.

4. routine paper work
(administrative)

5. sefsing irr3ividual students

3.87, 1.03 1-20, 0-8

.96, .63 14-3, 0-2.5

3.17, .58 .4-20, 0-2

6. extra curricular & study 3.17, .05 .4 -22.5, 0-1
halls, etc.

7. meetings of one kind or 1.22, .63 .25-20, 0-3
another

8. other (nap, crafts, playground 2.6, .18 .5-32.5, 0-15
duty, making materials, con-
ferences, collecting ideas)

* Responses are divided between full-time teachers (40 hrs or more) an
part-time teachers (10 hours or less).

** Underlined responses are from full-time teachers. Those which are
mat underlined are from /,,,7.,/-////z-t. Awriwx-
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The average full-time third year teacher puts in 41.69 hours per

week in school and 7.96 hours out of school in teaching duties. ?lost

of the time is spent teaching (28 hours), while substantial amounts

are spent ' planning and extracurricular/stalv hall assignments. These

data effectively dispel the myth of teaching as the "easy life". The

third-year graduates of OStJ are currently working the equivalent of a

49.65 hour work week in their jobs. It should be noted that these are

average figures; two graduates, both fran physical education, report

working 50-hour weeks and 20 -hour weekends.

The responses indicate that these teachers spend long hours at

their jobs. How would they use a gift of 10 additional hours per

week? This question was asked, and 21 or 28 graduates said they would

not use the time for personal errands or pleasure, but would invest

the time in "preparation for classes or in-class teaching."

This response is congruent with previous responses about satisfac-

tion and reward systems. These teachers have came to value the in-class

experience, derive the major portion o their rewards fro,: the give and

take of classroom life, and feel frustrated when much of their time is

frittered away on noninstructional duties and activities.

The time distribution reported by these third-year teachers is

judged by them to be typical of other teachers with whcrn they work.

Each of theses graduates was asked whether he/she works "harder, about

the same, or less hard than other teachers in your school?". Twenty -

five of the teachers responded "as hard or harder" than other teachers.

(One of the chief purposes of the observations done on the sample of 10

teachers was to check the accuracy of this self-report statement. In
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our opinion, based on an average of two hours of observation, these

statements about relative work loads are accurate. These teachers do

work hard to provide a good instructional and life experience for

their students.)

Again, the need to get away from teaching occasionally was re-

flected in responses to a question asking, "About what part of your

life does teaching occupy?". The most frequent response was, "Teach-

ing is a large part of my life but I like to set away from it occasion-

ally. . .". No teacher responded, "Teaching is my whole life; I put

it before everything else." Likewise, no teacher responded, "I spend

as little time as possible in the job. . . I just go through the notions."

These reponses highlight the selection process leading to only 35% of

the graduates teaching. A previous section has suggested some selection

processes that take place after graduation, but it is clear that the

majority of those now teaching take the job seriously, truly care for

the moral welfare of their students, and work hard at their occupa-

tion

Changes: Discipline

A final issue of interest which can be teased from the three kinds

of information gathered on these graduates is changes that have occured

from their first year to the present. These changes are most frequently

reported in two areas:

The first area of change is discipline. There are marked changes

in the way almost every teacher disciplined his/her class from the first

year of teaching to now (1978/79). All responses will be shown here,
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with strategies used the first (or previcus years) on the left, the

same teacher's response for the current year on the right:

Grade, Subj.
Previous Years

Then Now

1. Sec. Dis- turned kids over to the
tributive ed. principal

2. 3-4

3. 2

I tried different things
everyday

I was lenient and unsure,
I oftai backed cff. . .

4. Sec. Fre Itch, I sent kids to the
Eng. principal

5. See. Math

work with than one on
one, but never do I
put a kid down in faoLit
of peers. .

I have a "ticket" system
that goes home to parents

since each child needs a
different form, I work with
each one - keep then in at
recess for punishment

I have standards the kids
must live up to, if a student
doesn't I use singling out
or peer pressure - isolation
as a last resort

the school system determines the discipline - first
prciblem is handled by teadher with verbal reprimand and
detention; second occurrence by conference with assis-
tant principal

6. 2 I would deal with students
as humanely as possible

7. 2

8. 5th

9. 3rd

10. 2nd

I yell at them individually
but try not to humiliate
than - I reason with them

corporal punishment is the school
that - kids are first warned then
In my class I.usually yell.

try to prevent problems - if Same
there's a bad problem, match
the punishment to the deed -
if it continues call parents
finally go to supervisor.

lay down strict rules - if Sane
they are broken I take away
priveleges, or detention -
finally I'll call the parents

keeping in from recess -
paddling.

35

policy - I agree with
the principal spanks.

- this is district policy

for good behavior the students
get to see a movie on Friday -
they ge:. marks in a month, they

miss a week of recess -
paddling as a last resort
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Grade, Subj.
Previous Years

Then Now

11. Learning Disabled

12. full-time
substitute,
elementary

13. 1st

14. kindergarten

15. 2nd

16. 5th

17. kindergarten
(not teaching now)

18. 8th - Lang. Arts
(first year)

19. 6th

20. 5-6th

talk to children - ex- same
plain why behavior is
inapplupLiate - make the
discipline the consequence
of the action

talk to then about
misbehavior

have gild sit in a
corner or stay in 11.141

recess - talk to then
sternly

spanked

same

have a child spend time
in a corner or sit out
of a fun activity)

deny a privelege - take
misbehaving child out of
group

talk to child to find same
out why they did some-
thing - take away priv-
eleges - finally paddle

tried to reason things
out - had principal paddle
them

have child stay in at recess
call parents - paddle then

talk to them about mis- not applicable
behavior - put hand over
their mouth if they're
talking - have then
stand in corner - spank

give them extra work to not applicable
do - talk to then about
misbehavior - talk to their
parents - paddle as a last
resort - send them to
principal

talk to them and explain same
why I don't like their
behavior,

talk to then - take away same
priveleges - paddle then
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Grade, Subj.

21. 8-13 year old
mitally retarded

22. elementary

23. full -time

substitute,
foreign language

24. Learning Disability
Tutor

25. Sec. English
(first year)

26. 1st

27. 8-9 General
Science

28. 2nd

29. Learning Disabled
10-12th

30. full-tine
substitute

Previous Years
Thm Now

dealing with the severely
mentally retarded, so no
discipline problems

ignore negative behav-
iors - reward poSitive
ones

talk to than about mis-
behavior - have raieJe-
having child write a
oanposition

put wise on blac:: board
humiliation - paddling

warnings - paddlings

talk to child about
problem - have the,
solve it

I was too strict

one on one ask them
why they did sarething -
take away priveleges
after warning

talk to than - have than
undo anything they've
done wrong

let pexmanent teacher
handle it

revrardin? appropriate

ortIsequencesrs

aversive
reallyy

negative behaviors

.are

de.7.)ands on situation and

student, but generally
talk to than or send
them to deten4-....Lon

- reprimand than with a
look or a touch - tell
them I'm not happy with
what they're doing

not applicable

sane

try to reason with than -
be a strong authority figure
I do not back down

.same

same

same
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Several patterns emerge from these comparative comments. Same

teachers seen to be "born discipliners." This type is represented

by teacher 6, who has not clamed methods since she began teaching,

and who reports having few discipline problems.

These graduates are in the minority, however. A. more common

pattern is represented by teacher 3, whose disciplining techniques

the first year reflected her inexperience, =sureness and poor tim-

ingldhen. problems occurred. Teacher 3 now is much more selfoonfi-

dent, and reports her tinomly, decisive tedliniques keep problems to a

minimum. Teacher 3 also illustrates the frequent shift to a "one

on one", case-by-case approach to discipline. Just as in instruction,

the students are seen as indivicitnis, each requiring a different

tedhniqua. This shift from teacher-centered to child-centered concern

for discipline is highlighted by the emphasis on socially humane dis-

oinline t-,,dluiques Teacher 3 and those she represents (tswoher 4, 6,

23) no longer "put kids down in front of their peers", or use tech-

niques which would damage student egos. Part of this change can be

traced to experience. We are unable to determine for this second

pattern whether the initial, eventually abandoned. model was the result

of discipline classes, student teaching, or some other learning ex-

perience or whether the model was developed as a daily reaction to the

setting.

A third pattern is a contrasting one to Pattern #2, the teacher

who, after starting on shaky ground, has established a system that works

in that teacher's particular class. This third type of teacher is the
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one who is still struggling to keep order after three years. While

location might well play a role in the continuing problem, teathers

in this category do not blame the students or the school, but self-

report the origin of the problem to be themselves. Teacher 16 is

representative; this graduate reports, "backing down to the students"

as a continuing problem after three years of teaching.

A fourth pattern -.)k discipline is to rely on school-wide r-..gu-

lations Teather 5 and 7 fall into this category. Each teacher in this

category report two internalized attides about discipline as a natural

result of using a school-wide system. Vast, the connotation of 2227

itive discipline was missing from their reports; the sense of individual

approaches was lacking. Each problem was serious, to be handled externally

and uniformly. Secondly, each teacher made a comment to the effect,

"this is the best for all of us." The sense came through That their

snpervisor Lot only wish to handle discipline, but also wished to

convince teachers that the supervisor's way was absolutely col'. tc:l and

not to be challenged.

A fifth pattern, found only in the special education classes, was

the reliance on behavior modification. No other set of teachers gave

any scientific rationale at all for their approach, while every special

education teacher did. Typical remarks for this minority scientific

approach, "I try to reward appropriate behaviors, and provide aversive

consequences for really negative behaviors. . ." (Taacher 21) were

completely missing from the speech of regular classroom teachers.

It is a hunch that approaches to discipline, except for those who
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graduated ea:1 the Exceptional children program, were learned in the

field. One fact causes us to make such a statement, and that fact is

the widespread use of corporal punishment. It is clear that no program

in the College of Education proposes spanking as an acceptable dis-

cipline tAchnique; yet, within the context of a completely open- ended

interview question, 10 of 27 graduates freely reported using corporal

punishment. Fteely reporting the use of corporal punishment seems

equivalent to implying a) it is used throughout the school the graduate

is in b) it is thought to be an effective discipline technique. And

yet, spanking is not taught at CSU This logic leads us to believe that

discipline was learned by the teachers after they began their jobs, not

before.

Changes: Most Significant Problem

Another area of ctenge is problem areas, as perceived by the

v67/'
teachers. On the one harxi, teachers reported that their firstwas

spent dealing with two problem areas: "learning the ropes", and

dealing with discipline. On the other hand, teachers report that now

(although discipline is often mentioned), using time effectively is

the most significant problem. As was done with discipline changes,

results from teachers will be presented here in a comparative for-

mat.

"Most significant problem, from first year to now"

Teachers First Year Now

1 I wasn't prepared at all
for the school system;
what to do and how to
do it. . .

enough time to do what
Iwant. . .

not being taught how to having too many kids to
teadh. . . teach than all effectively
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si .fican blem, from first ear to now" oont 'd)

Teacher First Year Now

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

discipline . . .

discipline. .

discipline . . .

knowing hag to keep the
kids busy . . .

applying the curriculum
(knowing how to teach)

discipline

discipline

knowing each child is
performing at optimum
capacity

11 coping with students
(discipline)

12 evaluating students. .

13 discipline

14 hadn't been taught how
to help students. . .

15 learning how to use
teachers' guides. . .

16 discipline

17 having time to teach
after the planned ac-
tivities were done with

41

reading - children have ser
perceptual problems etc.
can't sound out

time to get everything
done . . .

keeping ahead of my students

not enough time to organize
and keep records on where
kids are and what they're
doing. . .

parents

keeping kids attention. . .

(while teaching)

meeting the needs of all
different kinds of children. .

sane

running out of time to teach
all the things I want to . . .

keeping control of the class.

discipline

not enough time, too much
to do other than teaching . .

dealing with parents

not being assertive enough
in teaching situations

pleasing the administration



"Most si

Teacher

18

19

20

2100

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

38

cant roblent, fran first to now" (oont'd)

First Year Now

discpline is a constant
battle

getting too involved. .

enough': time to get
everything done. . .

lack of materials and
space.

knowing how to get or-
ganized, how to get the
kids organized. . .

discipline

insecurity. . .

getting unmotivated
students to try. . .

parents not understanding
what I'm trying to do. . .

time spent preparing
dittos, coaching etc.

not enough time

dealing with the small
day-to-day problems in
teaching. . .

30 getting used to being a
teacher and not a student. .

42

(this is her first year)

sane

enough time to provide in-
dividual attention to each
child

shorthanded

knowing. appropriate student

goals. . .

motivation. . .

helping the kids realize
hog important the basics
(RRR) are for life. . .

(this is her first year)

sane. . .

keeping self interested _in
field when other opportuni-
ties come along to make more
money

Salle

same. . .

getting kids to do homework. . .
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The most relevant question confront-eel with these comparative

data are: Were there common problems the first year of teaching?

Are there patterns of persistent problems after three years of teaching?

that relation do these two kinds of problems have to the teacher certi-

fication program here at the OSU College of Education?

In response to the first question, two areas seen to stand out.

One is discipline. Discipline was the major problem for teachers 4, 5,

8, 9, 11, 13, 16, 18 and 23. These teachers run the gamut of small to

large schools, rural to urban communities, primary to secondary classes.

Since the 1980 state redesign standards for Ohio specify a class on

discipline, it will be informative to see if, when the current crop

of teacher graduates entersthe field, discipline increases or decreases

as a major concern during the first year of teaching.

The second area most frequently mentioned as a major problem area

the first year was "learning the ropes". Teachers reported not knowing

how to teach when confronted with their own class, how to use the mater-

ials and teachers' guides, and knowing how to motivate and keep students

on task. Again, the new 1980 standards call for increased amounts of

field and clinical experience during the undergraduate years; such ex-

periences might help alleviate the induction to teaching problem.

As for the present, there are few clear patterns of major problems

that cut across all teachers. Rather, there seen to be a variety of

areas that give experienced teachers problems. One is the amount of

wasted time during a school day, time that is not devoted to actual

teaching. As one teacher put it, when discussing a roan assignment chart:
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Last year I didn't do it like this. It would take me
an hour on Monday and then again on Friday to get monitor
assigments to then (the students). This year my new
chart does it all. in 10 minutes. . . but this is some-
thing that I can control. . . the meetings, tests, par-
ents, records, assemblies. . . when all those are done
there's no time left to teach. . . .

Insufficient time was mentioned by teachers 1, 4, 6, 11, 14, and

20. Interestingly, teacher 4 and 11 had named discipline as the

major problem the first year, but now feel wasted time is the biggest

problem. The other four teachers have been plagued by the lack of time

throughout their career.

The change It teacher-centered concerns to child-centered con-

cerns is again when teachers state one of their biggest problems

is finding ways to meet individual needs of children. Teacher 9 is a

perfect example; while the first year her major problem was "discipline",

she now is frustrated by being unable to service each of her many dif-

ferent clients.

Aside from these two areas, adequate teaching time and meeting

individual needs, there are a wide range of other problems. They

range frcm parents misunderstanding of the teacher's aims to having

too many children in the class, to pleasing the administration.

In 22 of the 28 cases, teachers' perceptions of their mcst sig-

nificant problem changed over the three-year period (two of the teachers

are first year teachers). This poses a considerable dilemma for pro-

grams attempting to graduate successful teachers. We have seen that

about 40% of all graduates end up not teaching; we have seen that of

those who do get a job immediately upon graduation, about 85% are

still teaching after three years. The question is, which segment of
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the graduating population is most important to programs? Should

Programs teach survival. Skills aimed at helping firs ye teachers make

it through year one? Or Should, programs recognize that most grad-

uates mho land jobs out of college will be teaching altar three

Years, and concentrate on providing help with meeting the changing

needs of third-year teachers? All that can be said here is that

Perceived Problems do between the first and third year, most

frequently fran discipline to time and
client-serving concerns.
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Conclusions

The body of this report has described those graduates for

%than information was available. Several ways were used to lay out

the results in an effort to typify both the teaching and non-teach-

ing parts of the sample.

One major limitation refrains the inability to account for every

person in the randomly-drawn sample. In spite of repeated attempts

to contact each perzon, some graduates.evaded all attempts to make

contact with them. The 85 graduates who were contacted do teplesent

73% of the sample, but there is still the small but distinct pos-

sibility that characteristics of the missing 32 persons could alter

the findings, if they could be located.

Several facts lessen this possibility-Ihrough a cross-checking

procedure, it has been determined that none of these persons is

currently teaching in public schools in Ohio. They may still be

residing in the state, working in education-related occupations out-

side the public school system, working in non-education related oc-

cupations, or not be working at all. But because they are not teach-

ing, at least each Ohio teacher in the sample is represented here.

It is our Amitional feeling that the trends established by the

no&-teaching graduates' responses we contacted allow us to have con-

fidence in conclusions about those non-teaching graduates. Finally,

not all graduates were contacted, but 73% of the sample is much

better than the 35-40% expected from a conventional mailing technique.

In summary we feel confident, but not conservatively confident, that
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these data generalize to the 75/76 graduate class.

at oonclusicas can be reached from these data? Five

will be listed.

1. Career Trends

Upon graduation in 1976, 37% of the graduates obtained full-time

teaching positions (full-time teaching does not include substitut-

ing). In September of 1978, this percentage of full-time teachers

rose to 55% (for those persons we have longitudinal information on.)

Several conclusions are linked to this trend toward more graduates

entering education than leaving.

a. there is a stable percentage of graduates who never planned

to teach at all. In art sample the percentage hovered around

30%. The conclusion that not every enrollee in the College of

Education plans to teach is often lost sight of when employ-

ment statistics are generated. For the non- teaching graduates

in our sample, cg( -pbtiitx(e/nt were employed and satisfied with

their non-teaching occupation.

b. For those graduates who want to teach, the conclusion is strong

that the longer one continues to seek an education-related job,

the better one's chances of obtaining a job. In 10% sample,

more graduates were entering teaching after 3 years than leaving

teaching; the percentage of full-time teachers has jumped from

37% to 55% since 1976. Most of the increase comes from grad-

uates who worked their way into a system by substituting. The
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ranks, then are being swollen by graduates who persistently cling

to education as an occupation, rather than by non-teachers returning

to the classroom.

In light of these conclusions, it will be interesting to watch

the effect of redesign on the percentages of persons who select

themselves into the College of Education, and those percentages of

persons who upon graduation remain qualified to enter non-teaching

occupations. We say this in light of the emphasis toward less lib-

eral arts classes and increased teacher training classes due to the

increased course load demanded by redesign (in the areas of dis-

cipline and the new sophomore Professional Introduction sequence).

If approximately 60-70% of the graduates believe teaching is a viable

career, that still leaves 30-40% who use the education major as a

degree, rather than as a vehicle to a teaching profession. Since

,(/ Jmga
crossover from non-teaching to teachinglit will be interesting to

see if enrollment figures drop as the technical aspects of teaching

are emphasized and the liberal arts curriculum is deertphasized. Other

evidence to support this hypothesis would be a higher unemployment

rate among graduates who decide not to teach but a slight increase

in the percentages of persons who do choose teachAng.

A recommendation is that individual programs recognize that

every graduate may not be a person who wants to be in the classroom,

or a person who is capable of teaching. Deciding that each person

a/d
of the program graduates should want to teach is different than

deciding that each person that a program graduates should be able

to fill a role in the broader job market.
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2. Conservatism

This conclusion is that the graduates were generally raised in

conservative environments and have maintained their conservatism to

this date. Several demographic indicators suggest this conclusion.

FOr the graduates for whoa" we have information, twenty-four of forty-

eight were raised in villages or towns in Ohio and an additional

twelve were raised in either Columbus or Cleveland. In addition,

within this forty-eight, several more were raised in cities in Ohio.

This brings the total to forty-four out of forty-eight persons who

were brought up within the state. This fact does not directly imply

wy46//e
a conservative plurality, but does at least4the homogeneous

nature of the graduates. Another indicator is the number of persons

who attended public versus other kinds of schools. Forty-one of the

forty-eight persons attended public school, rather than other private

or parochial institutions. The conservative trend continued into

college. Now, results show this group of persons to be generally

satisfied with their status and not looking to change the way things

are around them. For example, twenty-seven of the forty-eight

graduates have never taken an ArlAitional college course since re-

ceiving their badhelor's degree; within that group the majority of

the persons teaching in Ohio are not taking any classes at all. The

majority of the classes that are being taken are outside of the

state in such places as Cornell, Denver, or Golden West College.

;The graduates who are teaching showed

their conservatism in a number of other ways. One of these ways
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is in their attitude toward the curriculum, physical arrangement,

and relationships to the children and administration in the school

in which they teach. These teachers overwhelmingly reject innovative

strategies for curriculum or social changes within the school. When

asked about the most important change that could take place in schools

in an open-ended question, a significant percentage of teachers pre-

ferred changes that fall on the conservative end of the spectrum,

rather than the innovative end. For example, one teacher who said

that the most important change that could be brought about in public

schools is "a return to corporal punishment"; another teacher in-

dicated that the biggest change in public schools would be "keep-

ing professors ideas out of public schools".

We are not concluding here that conservatism is good or bad.

We are concluding that die graduates who are now teaching in the

public schools of Ohio are conservative, wishing to see neither

radical nor even slow change in the schools. On the whole they

enjoy the status quo and have accustomed themselves to the way things

are. This Characteristic of the teachers is a feature that should

be seriously considered when program plan curriculum and teaching

strategies for future potential teachers in the state of Ohio.

Programs must look upon these data as reflecting ,0,-.140.5 the peak

of the trend toward the "back to the basics" movement in public ed-

ucation. However, not only would these teachers welcome a return

to the basics but seemed to indicate that any other changes in the

school systems, in their minds, are unwelcome. It seems contradictory

that so many programs at OSU are designed to open the eyes of per-

spective teachers about possibilities in education for change, when
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these data indicate that the environment into which teachers are

thrust is a much strcnger influence than the attitudes taught at

OSU, at least as far as beliefs and values about innovation in

schools are concerned.

As was pointed out earlier, one of the most telling beliefs

that teachers reported was the strong support of corporal punishment

as an effective means of discipline. This item seems to indicate

that at the same time OSU's College of Education is'strongly deny-

ing the use of corporal punishment, its use is widespread throughout

the state of Ohio. Ohio State graduates, who enter a system where

corporal punishment is the practice, readily accept and continue

its use. If the same impact were applied to other areas such as

curriculum, room design, or interaction between teacher and student,

it is our conclusion that the school environment the teachers work

in is dominant in shaping their concern and beliefs. This is true

in every area of the findings.

This conservatism, although manifested by the majority of teachers,

is not so pervasive that no teachers escape its influence and "do

their own thing". Isolated cases were found in which one or two

teachers, especially those who have gone through the optional EPIC

program were running open classrooms in relatively conservative dis-

tricts. In no other case however, did there seen to be a reaction

against the way things are or any dissatisfaction with the status

quo. This strongly contradicts and poses a dilemma to the new re-

design standards, which were legislated in reponse to a supposed

lack of quality education in Ohio. All that can be said here is

that three years later, the graduates at Ohio State seen to have ac-

cepted life in schools as they were before the graduates entered,
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and have wholeheartedly embraced the values that existed before their

entrance.

3. This conclusion deals with the satisfaction of both teachers and non-

teachers with their positions.

a. Satisfaction with position. Speaking for nonteachers first, it

is apparent from these data that if a person graduated from Ohio

State in 1975 or 1976 and did not immediately enter the field of

education, chances are that this persontaid never return to teach-

ing. Satisfaction with nonteaching occupations among those who are

not teaching at the present is high. While nonteachers do report

that their undergraduate program at OSU generally helped them in their

nonteaching occupation, it does not appear that they believe

that education needs them and that they should forego other available

or more lucrative positions-

Fbr those .4110 are currently teaching, the lure of staying within

education and the satisfaction with education seems to be generally

high. As has been stated in Conclusion 1, the percentage of persons

entering the education field increases each year. These persons
wrvi-kraa "

come from thoseiin the graduating class of '75/'76 who decided to

stick with education rather than finding a non-education occupation.

b. Satisfaction with OSU. Graduates of the Teacher Certification

program who are currently teaching, in interviews, reported a general

norrcommital attitude toward the teaching training program at Ohio

State. When asked specifically it was difficult for these persons

to remember back to specific courses, although several, when asked

if they wished to add anything to the interviews at the end, did

mention to say hello to favorite professors that they had had. In
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general, however, it appears that after three years, specific les-

sons learned at school are forgotten, and the work world and its more

immediate experience contributes to teacher decision making to a

higher degree than teacher training.

There is no way of ascertaining how effective various programs

represented in the sarvle from OSU were in preparing effective

teachers. Except for one person who was openly hostile about the MU

program, those currently teaching seem to have separated their feel-

ings about the general life experience at Ohio State, which they

spoke positively of, with the training experience thw received in

their certification program, about which they typically spoke non-

commitally. A comment that was heard by a number of teachers about

the teacher certification program at CHio State was "I wasn't ready

to deal with the school system until I had taught for a couple of

years; ndbody at Ohio State ever taught me how to teach." This

report by teachers is not unexpected, especially since they have been

away fran Ohio State now for three years, and the influence of dav-

to-day teadhing occupation is such a powerful one. But it is in-

teresting that a number of teachers would nation the fact that they

did not learn how to teach until they had actually procured jobs.

Several teachers did mention discipline specifically. These

teachers agreed that discipline classes in their programs would have

been beneficial, although they did not offer specific suggestions

for how the cusses should be taught so that whatever general tech-

niques were discussed 3n class would be specifically applicable in

any specific position.
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a. Future satisfaction. Another conclusion under the satisfaction

issue is that these teachers, after three years of teaching, are

showing signs of becoming "burnt out". Many of the teachers expressed

satisfaction with their positions but a general uneasiness that the

econany was making their position economically untenable, and that

the time off that used to be a reward was now being devoted to ex-

tra teaching jobs. These teachers generally showed an awareness of

the possibility that they are being exploited by school systems.

This was especially true with the people that were in physical ed-

ucation related activities, although many other teachers indicated

that the days are over when the teachers will take on a large number

of voluntary tasks for no pay. These teachers were aware of the fact

that many less skilled occupations received more money than they did

for fewer hours of work. And these teachers also expressed the feel-

ing that at this point in their lives, when they had worked for three

years and proven themselves to be effective teachers, that monitary

remuneration should accompany requests for previously non-paid volun-

tary positions. In general these teachers also showed an awareness

that no extra renumariMtion was forthcoming for teachers who "'kissed

up to" the administration by working long hours preparing creative

lessons. Rather, textbook lessons, especially in the areas of

reading, math and handwriting, are most valued by parents and ad-

ministrators. These teachers are less likely to innovate in the

curriculum; they would rather steer away actatechnical items such

as TV or other learning aids in favor of basic traditional lecture

and ditto methods in their teaching. This rot only makes it easier
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to teachbut also fits into the current belief about doing away with
frills in education that these teachers expressed.

Programs need to consider these issues of satisfaction, rewards
and values carefully, especially when planning forthe balance be-

tween curriculum and theory versus practical skills and field ex-
perience. Again the new programs and courses offered by the 1980

standards would suggest that practical
concerns, field based ex-

perience, and basic teacher strategies unrelated to innovation or
creativity are most highly esteemed by teacher educators. If this
is the case programs need to evaluate the degree to whiCh they bal-
ance the teaching of curriculum and learning strategies with the
degree to which they teach practically

oriented, survival skills.
4. Changes. The conclusion that is impossible to miss is that
third year teachers are still concerned with discipline. Another
conclusion going along with this general one about the importance
of discipline to practicing teachers is the degree to which teacher
mellow and mature over a period of three years. That is, they are
zzill concerned about discipline but use a more humane, personal

approach when they can. While six discipline
patterns have been

outlined for teachers, it seems clear that behavioral approaches are
widely ignored except for those areas in which they are reinforced
by the peer group, i.e., special education. In all other cases teachers
are influenced most strongly by the environment into which they are
thrust, and derive a major part of the rewards from the effective
disakplining of their students. Discipline herej7not only im-
mediate reactions to problem situations, but the whole action pattern
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teachers engage in to-morally steer stnaents in the directions teachers

think are righteous and correct. An entire section has been devoted

to changes that have taken place in these teachers over three years

in the area of discipline. It is recommended that program areas,

in addition to relying upon core courses in discipline, also carry

out a close examination of their beliefs and positions about discip-

line issues in light of the reality of public school life. It is

clear that most teachers generally move from the position of imposin7

strict discipline rules haphazardly, so that survival is maintained,

to a current position of using preventative measures which are humane

and fair to the students. If programs value the latter position,

it is recommended that they institute either field or classroom

based training that moves potential teachers to the latter position

as quickly as possible. Such ideas as internship programs and re-

liance upon the professional nature of teaching, with special em-

phasis on the committment of humane treatment of students, would

probably help this cause.

5. Nbst significant problems. A. major conclusion that must be

reached if these data are carefully examined is that problems are

endemic in the teaching profession. We are not speaking of major

problems that cause critical disruptions in the year's schedule, but

day-to-day problems that frustrate and exasperate teachers. It seems

impossible to institute a teachers certification program that ef-

fectively deals with this salient problem. Perhaps the only recom-

mendation that can be made to program areas is that they make every

effort to acquaint students with the reality of school life and the
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pervasiveness of problems that exist there so that potential students

can decide for themselves whether
or not they wish to put up with

the frustrations of teaching.



Appendix A

Instrumentation
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66-1tem Questionnaire

The majority of the following questions require that you check the
appropriate answer. Some questions require a very short answer.
Please respond to each question in the appropriate manner. If you
are not currently teaching, please answer only questions one through
25. If you are currently teachiig, please answer questions one
through 22 and 26 through 65.

1. Sex a. male
b. female

2. What is your social ethnic background?

a. Black, non-hispanic
b. Hispanic
c. Asian-Amc-ican
d. American-Indian
e. Caucasian
f. Other (specify)

3. Age-

4. What religion were you brought up on?

5. Are you active in church (synagogue) affairs today?

a. yes
b. no

6. In what occupation was your father engaged at the time you began
college?

7. Are you now or have you been married?

a. yes
b. no

8. a. Are there any children?

a. yes
b. no

b. If yes, haw. many?

9. In what community were you born?

10. a. Where were you raised (where most years before age 16 were spent)?

b. that type of community is this?
a. city
b. rural
c. small tam
d. Other (specify)
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11. ?there did you receive your secondary schooLLng?

a. public school
b. private, coed
c. private, all male

12. How did you come to attend GSM

d. private, all female
e. parochial
f. Other (specify)

13. Could you list quickly the positions (any kind other than stmcrer jobs)
that you have held since graduation from college?

School system or or-
ganization

1.

2.

3.

4.

Specific position
(subject, grade
level) or job title

Years there

14. What were the major attractions that education/teaching held for you
at the point where you decided to enter it?

15. %ben was the first time you remember deciding you wanted to become a
teacher?

16. What other occupations did you consider seriously as possibilities?

17. If you had it to do all over again, what occupation would you choose?

18. Where do you hope to be professionally in five years?

15 years?

25 years?

19. a. Have you done any work toward a degree since your bachelor's degree?

a. yes
b. no

b. If yes, what was that?
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20. a. Mat degree are you striving for, if any?

a. M.A.
b. Ph.D.
c. Specialist certificate
d. Other (specify)

b. When do you hope to finish'?

21. Are you taking courses at the present time?

a. yes
b. no

If yes, where are you taking courses?

If yes, what courses are you taking?

22. What persons do you think influenced you in your decision to enter
teaching/education?

a. family
b. friends
c. teachers
d. Others (please specify)

Numbers 23, 24 and 25 are for those who are not currently teaching.

23. Why are you not teaching at the present time?

a. chose to change professions
b. no jobs available
c. too small salary
d. Other (please specify)

24. Do you regret that fact that you are not teaching now?

a. yes
b. no

25. Are you happy in your current position?

a. yes
b. no

The remainder of the questionnaire is to be answered only if you are
currently teaching.

26. What grade level are you presently teaching?
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27. How many children are in your class?

28. Purely hypotehtically, let's say you have received a number of job
offers at the same time. Which of these would interest you? Would
you rank order than in the order of their attractiveness? (1st,
2nd, 3rd, etc.).

a. students and other conditions
b. salary
c. professional prestige
d. administrative influence
e. special need
f. professional freedom

Are there any factors not on this list you might consider in looking
for a new job? Please specify.

29. What are your feelings toward your present position?

a. I an extremely satisfied with teaching as my occupation.
b. I an more satisfied than not with teaching as my occupation.
c. I an equally satisfied and dissatisfied - I guess I'm in

the middle.
d. I an more dissatisfied than satisfied with teaching as my

e. I =extremely dissatisfied with teaching as my occupation.

30. Can you think of any changes, of any kind, which might increase your
satisfaction with teaching as an occupation?

31. Of the features grouped below, I think that the following is most
important to me:

a. The salary and respect received and the position of influence.
b. The opportunities to study, plan, master classroom management,

"reach" students, and associate with colleagues and children.
c. The economic security, time, freedom from comPetition, approp-

riateness for persons like me.

32. Although few would call school teachers a "priveleged class," they do earn
money, receive a certain level of respect from others, and are in a posi-
tion to wield some influence. Of these three, from which do you derive the
most satisfaction?

a. The salary I earn in my profession.
b. The respect I receive from others.
c. The opportunity to wield some influence.
d. I receive no satisfaction at all from these things.
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33. Which of the following things do fou like about teaching?

a. The relative security of income and position.
b. The time (especially sunnier) which can permit travel, family

activities, etc.
c. The opportunity it offers to earn a living without much

rivalry and competition with other people.
d. It's special appropriateness for persons like myself.
e. None of these afford n satisfaction.

34. Teachers can enjoy a variety of things in their work. Which of the
following is the most important source of satisfaction for you?

a. The opportunity teaching gives me to study, read, and plan
for classes.

b. The chance it offers to develop mastery of discipline and
classroom management.

-5. As far as getting ideas and insights on my work is concerned, I find
that the following is the most useful of all:

a. In-service courses given by the school system.
b. Informal conversations with colleagues and friends.
c. Educational magazines and books.
d. Courses I have taken in a college or university.
e. Meetings I have attended in school.
f. Meetings I have traveled to attend outside of school.
g. My immediate superior.

36. Do you ordinarily work with the children

a. With another adult (teacher, aide, volunteer)
b. By yourself

37. Do you work with another adult/

a. less than half time
b. more than half time

38. Do you morally work with other children besides those in your
class?

a. yes
b. no

If yes, please explain.
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39. How would you label the general physical setting inAaica you teach?

a. Self-contained classroom
b. Primarily self-contained with considerable use of corridor

or other shared space
c. Open setting
d. Other (plpAce specify)

40. Which one of the following statements comes closest to representing your
belief about schools?

a. The schools are basically CK. They should spend less money, be
a little more strict and conventional, and not teach so many
fancy ideas. They should get back to the basics. But on the
whole they are doing a good job.

b. The schools are basically OK, but to do their work they need newer
and better techniques and tools -- new buildings, many irore teachers
and speciAlicts, higher splAries, smaller classes, new ways of con-
trolling Children.

c. The schools would be OK if they just treated poor or nonwhite "loser"
kids as well as they treat rich white "winner" kids, or if their
curriculum were not so racist, or sexist, or capitalist, or trivial,
or out of date.

d. The schools have basically good purposes, to make children informed,
critical, intelligent, democratic, honest, and in other ways virtuous,
but they will not be able to carry that out until they become very dif-
ferent kinds of places and treat children in very different ways (for
example, let kids run the school, like at Summerhill in England).

e. The schools have basically bad purposes; they cannot be made good
places for children, for teaching, learning, intelligence, or
growth, until those purposes are taken away from then; and these
purposes cannot be taken away by people working in schools, but only
by the general public.

4/. How do you feel about machines in classrooms, like teaching machines
or TV? Do you think that they offer a great deal of promise, possibly
some promise, or no promise at all?

a. great
b. some
c. none

42. In your opinion, how valuable are the manufactured, semi-structured kinds
of materials - things like Cuisenaire rods, puzzles or balance beams?

a. Very useful
b. .Moderately useful
c. Not useful
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43. What about natural and environmental materia ls - sand, water, rocks,
plants, tin cans, bottles, etc? How valuable do you think they are?

a. Very valuable
b. Moderately valuable
c. Not valuable

44. Some teachers think they can assess how their teaching is going. Others
feel that it is very difficult. What do you think?

a. I belive that it is relatively easy to know when one is really
teadhing effectively.

b. I believe that it is possible to know one's own effectiveness
at times

c. I believe that it is relatively difficult to know when cne is
really teaching effectively.

45. How do good teachers, in your opinion, gauge the effectiveness of their
teaching? Mich of the following is the good teacher most likely to
rely on as an indication? Good teachers rely most on?

a. The reactions of other teachers who are familiar with their
work and their students.

b. The assessments made by the principal.
c. The assessments :made by a special "supervisor" or similar person.
d. The results of objective examinations and various tests.
e. The reactions of student's parents.
f. The reactions of the students themselves.

46. that are your major interests and activities outside of teaching?

47. Could you give me an approximate picture of how you distribute your time
during an average school week? First, how much time do you spend on the
school premises? (How many hours?)
How do you distribute school time between: (in hours or percent)

1. Actual classroom teaching

2. Direct preparation for class such
as lesson planning, setting up
equipment, etc.

3. Grading papers, etc.

4. Routine paper work (adminis-
trative)

5. Seeing individual students

6. Extracurricular and study halls,
etc.

(oont'd)
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7. Meetings of one kind or another

8. Other (specify)

Second, do you spend time on school work other than at school or at
home - such as meetings of professional groups or at clAqses, for
example? If yes, how many hours?

48. If you were to get a gift of ten more hours a week (with the
provision that it be used for work), which of the following
would you choose to spend that extra tine on?

a. Curriculum oarmittee
b. Preparation for class
c. Public relations
d. In-class teaching
e. School operations
f. Parent conferences
g. Counseling

49. How much time, including weekends, do you spend working at have in the
average week?

50. How does your position compare with that of other teachfrs in the amount
of work it calls for? Would you say that you

a. work harder
b. about the sane
c. a little less than most teachers in the school

51. About what part of your life does "teaching" occupy?

a. Teaching is my whole life; I put it before everything else.
b. Teaching is a large part of my life but I like to get away

from it occasionally (like during vacations).
c. Teaching is important to me but in no way comes before other

interests.
d. Its just a job.
e. I spend as little time as possible thinking about teaching as

I can. I just go through the notions at school.

(Answers strictly confidential. Please be honest).

52. If you could choose your students in the coming year, which of the
following would you select? Which would be your 2nd choice?

a. A group of students whose needs are a challenge to the teacher.
b. A group of nice kids from average hares who are respectful and

hard-vaorking.
c. A group of creative and intellectually demanding students calling

for special effort.
d. A group of underprivileged children from difficult homes for

wham school can be a major opportunity.
e. Children of limited ability who need unusual patience and sympathy -

sometimes they're called slow learners.
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53. Of the various things you do as a teacher, thick do you consider to be the
most important?

54. To that extent are you free to do the above more-or-less as you think best?

a. very free
b. moderately free
c. not free at all

5. a. What part of the day do you consider the best for really getting
somethiag across to the students?

b. Do you tend to schedule any particular subject or activity at that
time?

=1 a. yes
b. no

If yes, please specify.

56. a. How would you feel about teaching subjects other than your present
one?

b. Are there others you would like to teach? (Specify)

97. Some say that our schools emphasize the traditions of our way of life
and that they should change very slowly. Others say that our society
is changing very rapidly and that our schools should adjust to these
changes and innovate constantly. Which of these two positions comes
c:oser to expressing your view?

a. Schools should change slowly.
b. Schools should change constantly.

58. If you had the opportunity to bring about change'in our public schools,
what single change would you most like to see brought about?
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59. Some teachers seen to emphasize the importance of warmth and closeness
to students while others seen to stress the importance of the teacher's
getting students to work effectively. Which of the two (I imagine
they're both important) do you consider more important?

a. warmth and closeness
b. getting work done

60. Sane teachers think it would be a genuine loss for them to leave the
classroan to enter administrative work in sdlools. Other teachers feel
that it would be a gain in that it would broaden the part they play in
instruction. Which of the following comes the closest to expressing
your feeling on the matter?

a. I would feel real loss if I left the classroom for administration.
b. I would feel some loss if I left the classroom.
c. I would have mixed feelings if I left the classroan.
d. I would feel same gain if I left the classroom.
e. I would feel real gain if I left the classroom for administration.

61. a. Haorimuly parents, on the average, did you see in the course of a
month last year?

b. What were the occasions on why ch you saw parmts?

a. parent conferences
b. open houses
c. Other (please specify)

62. Are you a rember or at all active in professional organizations and other
activities connected with teaching? (List memberships and indications
of more than membership ttatus).

63. Same people think that a school should be operated like a well-run business
or government agency where everyone's responsibility is clearly stated
and the lines of authority are sharp and clear. Others think that schools
should be organized loosely and that relationships among members of the staff
should tend toward equality rather than differences in authority. Which of
these two views comes closer to being yours?

a. Stated responsibility and clear authority
b. Looser organization tending to equality.
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64. What do you consider to be the major responsibilities of the school
principal toward you?

65. that do you consider to be your major responsibilities to the school
principal?

66. Thank you. Is there anything else you would like to add before oompl4tting
this questionnaire'

If your name or address is incorrect as shown on this label, please make the
necessary changes.

that is your phone number?
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Telephone Interview #1
for teachers

Recontact Interviews
,

1. In what ways is teaching different from ,hat you expected when you made
the decision to go into the field? (How is it better? How is it worse?)

3. Of the teachers you had yourself at one time or another, which do you
consider w outstanding? Can you describe one of them to me? (probe
for outcomes, after general)

3. I know it's not easy to state clearly, but would you try to explain to
me what you try most to achieve as a teacher? What are you really try-
ing to do most of all? (full probling)

4. That kind of reputations would you most like to have with the classes
and students you deal with.

6. My greatest teaching problem is. . . .

If asked my first year I would have said

7. How did you discipline children your 3st year? now?

8. How do you arrange classes now? 1st year?

. 9. What curr. exps. do you emphasize now? 1st year?

10. How do you feel you should respond to a child showing you good work?

1st year?
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11. What kinds of responsibilities do children have to learn to assume in
your classroom?

12. Of all the various goals you have in mind as a teacher, which one (or
ones) do you think you've made pretty good progress toward accomplish-
ing this year? (probe for what clues led the teacher to believe that
progress has been made?

13. With what goal or goals do you feel least satisfied -- least sure that
you have accomplished much progress? (probe for what clues led the
teacher to question whether much progress has been made?)
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Telephone Interview #2

NCWTEACHING INTERVIEW

1. My are you not teaching now?

2. Why did you choose your current occupation?

3. at kinds of responsibilities do you have in your job?

4. Did you learn anything in your teacher education program that
helps you in your job?

5. to you ever want to teach (again)?

6. ?then you were in school, where did you live?

7. Were you involved in extracurricular activities in college? (athletics,
clubs, etc.)

8. Were you involved with the faculty of your major area?.litw?
(officially, socially, go to office hours, challenged professor's

ideas in class, etc.)



Short Form Mail Questionnaire

The Ohl* State University Office of the Dean
College of Education

1945 North High Street
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Phone 614 422-5790

Dear Colleague:

Your input is very important to us in doing the Follow-Up study
for the College of Education at The Ohio State University. We have
been unable to get in touch with you. Because each person's feedback
is so important, could you please take a few minutes to repond to
the following three questions and return this sheet in the enclosed
envelope.

1. Is your name and address correct on this label?
Please make any necessary changes.

2. What is your phone number?

3. What is your current occupation?

Thank you for your cooperation.

GD/sr
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Warmest Regards,

Gary deVoss, Director
Follow-Up Project



Appendix B

Item by Item Response
to the Sixty- Six Item Questionnaire
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The majority of the following questions require that you check the
appropriate answer. Some questions require a very short answer.
Please respond to each question in the appropriate manner. If youare not currently teaching, please answer only questions one through
25. If you are currently teaching, please answer questions one through
22 and 26 thr:-Jugh 65.

1. Sex
N=48

14 a. male

34 b. female

2. at is your social ethnic background?
N=48

3. Age
N=48

0 a.-7- b.
c.

0 d.

-1%7-- e.

f.

Black, non hispanic
Hispanic
Asian-Arrerican
American-Indian
Caucasian
Other (specify)

R=25 range 23-57

4. that religion were you brought up on?
N=48

Catholic 9
Methodist 10
Protestant 13
Episcopalian 1

5. Are you active
N=48

6.

22 a. yes
26 b. no

Baptist 4 Lutheran 4
Christian 3 no response 1
Presbyterian 2
Jewish 1

in church (synagogue) affairs today?

In what occupation was your father engaged at the time you begancollege?

deceased 2
coach/teacher 2
computer 1
factory. supervisor 3
vice-president 1
parts manager 1
factory worker 4
electrical eng. 1
truck driver 1

computer programer 1
owned own business 2
professor 1
salesman 2
dentist 1
manager/supervisor 1
optician 1
Gild--znaker 1
government worker 3
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lithographer 1 hospital. administrator 1
chemist 1 electrician 2farmer 3 machinist 1custodian 1 minister 1lab technician 1 teacher 1
design engineer 1 telegrapher
house painter 1 retired 1
florist . 1 dexaotologist 1
utility worker 2 mechanic 1
landscaper 1 conical engineer 1

7. Are you now or have you been married?
N=48

33 a. yes
b. no

8. a. Are there any children?
N=48

9 a. yes37 b. no
2 c. expecting

b. If yes, hag many? SZ=1.5

9. In what catmunity were you born?
N=45

Ohio: Marion 3
Lima 5
Columbus 5
Delphos
Loraine 2
Mt. Vernon
Marion County
Sidney

Marysville-Richwood

Other states:
Carnegie, Pa.
Tucam, Arizona
Searcy, Arkansas

range 1-3

Wapakoneta
Bay Village
New Carlisle
Zanesville
Grove City
Bradford
Mlartora
Mansfield
Kenton

Champaign, 11.
Huntington, Ind
Louisville Ky.

Other countries:

Mexico City, Mexico
Frankenburg/Eden, Germany
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Blom Tagnship
Bluffton
Youngstown
Dayton
Grandview Heights
Toronto
Newark
Wilmingtm
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10. a. Where were you raised Where most years before age 16 were

7
spent)7

Ohio: 'relphos

Lorain 2
Fredericktown
Marion County
M11ZTi:4:15 5

Lima 4
Sidney
Shelby
Marysville-Richwood
Granville
Wapokoneta

Other states:
Rantail, Alabama
Kingsburg, Calif
Louisville, Ky

Cleveland 2
NTAT Carlisle
Zanesville
Grove City
Jackson
Bradford
Meta: ora

Gamer
Marion 2
Lexington & Shelby
Kenton

Other countries:

Frankenburg/Eden, Germany

b. What type of community is this?
N=45

19 a. city
11 b.. rural

"--17 C4 small town
6. Other (specify)

11. Where did you receive your secondary schooling?
11=48

430 a. public school
b. private, coed
c. private, all male

12. How did you come to attend OSU?

scholarship for OSU, Lima 1
College of Architecture 1
Sister, friends, brothers

went to OSU 9
'leather recommended 1
Friends recormended 1
Counselors remanded
Close to home, convenience 22
Came to Cols. to marry 3
They pd. fees 1
Size 1

Bloom Township
Pandora
Youngstown
Madison Taanship
Grandview Heights 2
Toronto
Iberia

Hillsboro
Cuyahoga Falls
various tams

1 d. private, all female
4 e. pafochial
0 f. Other (specify)

Economics 10
Friend/relative in
State Univ. 1.
Always wanted,to 1
Dental hygiene 1
Well known Univ 2
Good Education 2
Variety of courses
Good courses
Workcd there 1
No reponse 2
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14. that were the major attractions that education/teaching held for
you at the point where you decided to enter it?

Opportunity to travel 1
Enjoy school 1
Contribute to society 1
Flexibility 1
Variety 1
Coadltng football 1
No response 1
Capable of it 1
In armed forces 1
Not applicable 2

Income 1
To go into recreation 1
Working independence 2
Summer off 9
Wbrking w/ young people 24
Working with subj I like 4
Variety of reasons 1
Athletics 1
Helping people learn 4
Working with other people 3

Prestige 2
Enjoy school work 1
Stable career 1
Challenge 4
Interested in telling
others about preventativ
health measurers 1

Family influence 1
Interesting 1
Supervisory work 1
Good career for woman 1

15. When was the first time you remember deciding you wanted to become a
teacher?
N=48

As a, young. child 3
Elementary School 8
Junior high 6

High school 14
College 15
Don't know 1
When 39 year old 1

16. What other occupations did you consider seriously as possibilities?
N*52

TArtist 1

Marine biologist 1
Park forest - management 1
English scholar 4
Nun in orphanage 1

Insurance 1
Police 1
Executive - trust dept. 1
Law 1

17. If you had it to do all over again, what occupation would you Choose?

Physical therapist 1
Photographer 1
Secretary 1
Extension agent 1
Librarian 1
History 1
Art 1
Teach mentally retarded
Secondary Education 1
Theatre 1
Dentist 1
Journalism 3
Nursing 2

Military 1
Public relations'l
Restaurant business 1
Elementary Ed 1
Law 3
Medical technology 2
Research science 1

1 Medicine 1
Psycholcgy 1
Sociology 1
English scholar 1
Accouating 1
Electrician 1

7 8

Marketing 1
Teeching 20
Engineer 1
Cart:outer prograiraer 1

Education 3
Craft shop in home 1
Business 3
S. technical w/ job market 1
Hospital/health service adm
Home ec 1
Naturalist 1
Veterinary medicine 1
Dental hygiene 1
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18. Where do you hope to be professionally in five years? 15 years, 25 years?

5 years

teaching

15 years 25 year

P211. - working in business

k-3 teaching

teedhing

administration

guidance counselor in
. school

teaching

principal

hares raising family

teaching kirdergartea

reading specialist (ado.
not principal)

teaching in dental
hygiene school

Ong
MA-teaching high sch1/
:r. high

Clinical audiologist

full-time job - not
necessarily teaching

no response

bearing/rearing kids

working for schl system/
fins

00 response

atetiblta
no response

housewife

teaching

restaurant business

full -tiny job

superintendent

!A in aciainistrati.or

graduate stsdies

counseling high school/
college

not educ. - don't make
lag term goals

specialise in audio-
visual/or speech

teaching

personnel or business
counseling

?A in reqlish

superintendent

teaching

teaching pre-school

no response

same or publi health or
high scbool counselor

teaching w/ advanced
decree

same

supervise audiologists

same

aft. management

teaching abroad

employed as accountlnt

trsnch manager

substitute

don't think that far
abler3

teaching

norther

same

teaching certificate

personnel director

principal/lagyer

teaChing Univ. level

79

helping others know
hod to counsel

teaching oonsoltant in
specialized field

teething

retired

retired

superintendent

retire

director of pre-school

no response

sate

beachirq

retired

=Me

sate

manager of personnel

3211X8

retired

senior manager

cradling

teaching

teaching

same

tutor or retire
Sar-'ra

depends whether law or ads.

writing bo1/4.:=1,.rivate seminars
collecting ruyalthes
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19. a. Have you done any work toward a degree since your bachelor's degree?
N=48

21 a. yes
27 b. no

b. If yes, what was that?

guidance
economic education
health & Phys ed.
graduate credit
Ed. adm.
Audiology
business finance
graduate educ.
reading

education
law
management
eccncmic educ
kindergarten certification
MA in English
education courses

20. a. What degree are you striving for, if any?
M=27

16 a.

b.
c.

3 d.
Ph.D.
Specialist certificate
Other (specify) (j.d., permanent certificate,

degree)

b. When do you hope to finish? R=1981

21. Axe you taking courses at the present time?
N=48

10 a. yes
38 b. no

If yes, where are you taking courses?

Marion, °SU
Cornell Univ
Cols. Techn.
W.V. College of Graduate Studies

If yes, what courses are you taking?

associate

Denver Free Univ.
Golden West College
Ohio Northern Univ
WV (."

Econ ed
Educ - evaluation of program management (banYartg, accomting
LD course
fun courses
celestial navigation
Spanish
law
underwriter training (Plays ed. allied medicine, CED)
reading for exams

finance)
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22. What persons do you think influenced you in your decision to enter
teaching /education?

10 a. family
4 b. friends

11 c. teachers
4 d. Others (please specify)

(myself, don't know, guid&'ce counselor, jcb market)
1 e. family, friends & teachers
3 f. family & friends
8 g. family & teachers
3 h. friends * teachers

i. family, headstart experience
3 j. none

Nutters 23, 24 and 25 are for those wi'o are not currently teaching.

23. Why are you not teaching at the present. time?
N=20

3 a. chose to change professions
9 b. no jobs available
5 c. too small salary
3 d. Other (please specify) (no time because of Ming a

rm'choz, in school, never meant to teach HPER graduate)

24. Do you regret the fact that you are not teadhing now?
N=20

7 a. yes
12 b. no
1 c. saretirres

25. Are yuu happy in your current position?
N=20

14 a. yes
6 b. no

The remainder of the questionnaire is to be answered only if you are cur-
rently teaching.

26. What grade level are you presently

N=31
teaching?

preschool 1 6th 1
kindergarden-3 1 7th 2
kindergarden 4 8th 1
1st 2 high school 6
2nd 5 all levels 1
3rd 2 k-5 1
4th 1 gifted 1
5th 1 tutor 1

82
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27. Dow many children are in your class?

129

1-4 18 24 45
3-35 19 25 54
5-128 20 26 130-140
8 20-25 24 classes of 28 175
9-22 20-30 30
15 21 31
16 & 24 23 40

28. Purely hypothetically, let's say you have received a number of job
offers at the same time. Which of these would interest you? Would
you rank order them in the order of their attractiveness: (1st, 2nd,
3rd, et-:.).

N=28

1 a.

2 b.
6 c.
3 d.

4 e.

5

students and other conditions
salary
professional prestige
administrative influence
special need
professional freedom

Are there any factors not on this list you might consider in looking
for a new job? Please specify.

solidity of school system 1
location 7
atmosphere and how teachers get along 1
teaching philosophies 1

school levy information 1
Christian school 2
Community support of school 1
freedom to teach my values11

29. What are your feelings toward your present position?
N=28
15 a. I am extremely satisfied with teaching as my occupation.
8 b. I am more satisfied than not with teaching as my occupation.,
3 c. I am equally satisfied and dissatirlied - I guess I'm in

the middle.
d. I am more dissatisfied than satisfied with teaching as is

occupation.
1 e. I am extremely dissatisfied with teaching as my occupation.

30. Can you think of any changes - of any kind - which might im.rease your
satisfaction with teaching as an occupation?
N=44

better discipline 2
accepting corporal. puniEhment 1
more freedom 2
more materials 1
fewer students or classes 2
fewer prearations 1
higher salary 10
less administration pressure 1
less apathetic students 1

administration ctange at school 1

83

better funding 1
none .5

kids being more respectful 1
this is my 1st year so too
early to say 1

keep oew trends thought up, by
profs out of schools 1

helper/aide for clerical work 1
location 1

less paperwork 1
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30. icont Id)

not grading papers 3
increased irsurance 1
increased awareness of teaching 1
added skills 1
if humanistic philosophies were eradicated 1
pal coop 1
better retirement 1
better acceptance of teachers as profs 1

31. Of the features grouped below, I think that the following is most
important to me:
N=27

3 a. The salary and respect received and the ;:osition of influence.
23 b. The opportunities to study, plan, master classroom manage-

ment, "reach" students, and associate with mlleagues and
children.

1 c. economic security, time, freedom fmaa competition,
appropriateness for persons like me.

32. Although few would call school teachers a "priveleged class," they
do earn money, receive a certain level of respect from others, and
are in a position to wield same influence. Of these three, from
which do you derive the uost satisfaction?
N=25

1 a. The salary I earn in my profession.
10 b. The respect I receive frun others.
11 c. The opportunity to wield some influence.
3 d. I receive no satisfaction at all from these things.

33. Which of the following things do you like about teaching?

2 a. The relative security of inceme and position.
12 b. The time (esrqcially summer) which can permit travel, family

activities, etc.
3 c. The opportunity it offers to earn a living without much

rivalry and oarFetition with other people.
5 d. Its special appropriateness for persons like myself.
1 e. None of these afford me satisfaction.

34. Teachers can enjoy a variety of things in their work. Nhich of the
following the most important source of satisfaction for you?
N=24

10 a.

b.

The opportunity teaching gives me to study, read, and plan
for classes,

The chance it affers to develop mastery of discipline and
classroom management

12

1 c. The opportunity it offers of influencing students
1 d. Opportunity to see children learn.

84
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35, As far as getting ideas and insights on my work is concerned,
find that the following is the most useful of all:

1 a.

16 b.
4 c.
0 d.

e.
3 f.

1 g.

In-service courses given by the school system.
Informal conversations with colleagues and friends.
Educational magazines and books.
Courses I have taken in a college or university.
Meetings I have attended in school.
Meetings I have traveled to attend outside of school.
MV immediate superior.

36. Do you ordinarily work with the children:
l'@27

5 a. With another adult(teacher, aide, volunteer)
19 b. By yourself
2 c. both

37. Do you work with another adul
128

21 a. less than half time
5 b. more than half time
2 c. never

38. Do you normally work with other children besides those in your class?
N=28

12 a. yes
Er b. no

If yes, please explain.

39. How would you labs]. the
N=26

(cheerleading -pep club, gifted kids, cross-age
tutors)

general physical setting in which you teeth?

20 a. Self - contained classroom
3 b. Primarily self-contained with considerable use of corridor

or other shared space
3 c. Open setting
0 d. Other (please specify)

40. Which one of the follaaing statements comes closest to representing
your belief about schools?
N=27

10 a. The schools are basically OK. They should spend less ncney,
be a little more strict and conventional, and not teach so
many fancy idesq. They should get back to the basics. But
on the whole they are doing a good job.
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40. (cont'd)

13 b.

0 c.

4 d.

0 e.

41. How do you
or TV? Do
some promis

82

The schools are basically OK, but to do their work they need
newer and better techniques and tools -- new buildings, many
more teachers and specialists, higher salaries, smaller
classes, new ways of controlling children.

The schools would be OK if they just treated poor or non-
white "loser" kids as well as they treat rich white "winner"
kids, or if their curriculum were not so racist, or sexist,
or capita1i9t, or trivial, or out of date.

The schools have basically good purposes, to make children
informed, critical, intelligent, democratic, honest, and
in other ways virtuous, but they will not be able to carry
than out until they become very different kinds of places
and treat children in very different ways (for example,
let kids run the school, like at Summerhill in England).

The schools have basically bed purposes; they cannot be
made good places for children, for teaching, learning, intel-
ligence, or growth, until those purposes are taken away from
them; and these purposes cannot be taken away by people
working in schools, but only by the general public.

feel about machines in classrooms, like teaching machines
you think that they offer a great deal of promise, possibly
e, or no promise at all?

N=27

8 a. great
18 b. little
1 c. none

42. In your opinion, how valuable are the manufactured, semi-structured
kinds of materials - things, like Culsenaire rods, puzzles or balance
beams?
N=28

9 a. very useful
17 b moderately useful
2 c. not useful

43. What about
plans, tin
N=27

natural and environmental materials - sand, water, rocks,
cans, bottles etc? How valuable do you think they are?

15 a. very valuable
11 b. moderately valuable
2 c. nrt valuable

86
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44. Some teachers think they can assess how their teaching is going.
Others feel that it is very difficult. Mist do you think?
N=28

9 a. I believe that it is relatively easy to know wizen one is
really teaching effectively.

15 b. I believe that it is possible to know one's cwn effectiveness
at times.

4 c. I believe that it is relatively difficult to know when one
is really teaching effectively,.

45. !cm do wod teachers, in your opinion. gauge the effectiveness of their
teaching? Which of the following is the good teacher mot likely
to rely on as an indication? Good teachers rely most on:
N=27

2 a. the reactions of other teachers who are fArdliar with their
wollk and their students.

0 b. The assessments made by the principal.
c. The assessments made by a special "supervisor' or similar

person.

1

3 d. The results of objective- examinations and various tests.
0 e. The reactions of stulent!s. parents.

f. The reactions of the students themselves.

46. Vat are your major activities outside of teaching?

gardening 1 reading 10 hobbies/crafts 10
biking 1 rzsearch 1 hiking 1
traveling 4 no response 2 exploring 1
family 7 music 1 coaching 1
church 1 boating 1 being in shape 2

2 arts 1horses 1 skiing
farming 1 camping 3 raising dogs 1
dancing 1 singing 2 counseling
sports 13 running 1
writing 2 movies 2

47. Could you give re an approximate picture of how you distribute your
time during an average school week? First, how much time do you
spend on the school premises? (figures are averages, ranges)

(How many hours?) Had do you dis-
tribute saiRI-E-iime-Eetween: (in hours or percent)
part-tire: 7 1/2
full-time: 41.69

1. Actual classroom teaching 20-32.5
2. Direct preparation for class

such as lesson planning, set-
ting up equipment, etc.. 2.5-10

3. Grading papers, etc. 2-3
4. Routine paper work (admini-

strative)
5. Seeing individual students
6. Extracurricular and study

halls, etc. 1-7

. 87

ft
28 5 0-7

5 1 0-1
2 1/2 0 IIMINO.0

1/2 0
1/2 0 --

3 .0 1 0-1
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47. (oont'd)

7. Meetings of one kind or another
8. Other (specify)

Second,

Do you spend tine on school wnreg other than at schopl or at home -
such as at meetings of professional groups or at classes, for example?

ft
1/2

duty

14 a. yes
11 b. no

48. If you were to get a gift of ten more hours a week which of the
following would you choose to spend that extra time on?
N=21

I a. Curriculum committee
b. Preparation for (-1 Ass

1 c. Public relations Glasswork related: 21
4 d. In-class teaching
2 e. School operations
1 f. Parent conferences
4 g. Counsel

h. time off

49. How much time, including weekends, do you spend working at home in
the average week?

7.96
0-20 hrs.

50. How does your position carpare with that of other teachers in the
amount of work it calls for? Would you say that you:
N=27

13 a. work harder
14 b. about the sane
1 c. a little less than most teachers in the school?

51. About what part of your life does "teaching" occupy?
N=28

0 a. Teaching is my whole life; I put it before everything else.
21 b. Teaching is a large part of my life Elk I like tc get away

from it occasionally (like daring vacations).
6 c. Teaching is in portant to tree but in no way comes before other

interests.
1 d. Its just a job.
0 e. I spend as little time as possible thinking a):. dhing a3

I can. I just go throu:jh the lu,t- at ;Ichool.
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(Answers strictly confidential. Please be honest) .

52. If you could choose your students in the coming year, which of the
following would you select? Whidh would, be your 2nd choice.
N*46

1st 2nd

9 3 a.

15 4 b.

1 7 c.

3 4 d.

0 0 e.

A group of students whose needs are a challenge to the
teacher.

A group of nice kids from average homes who are respect-
ful and hardworking.
A group of creative and intellectually demanding students
calling for special effort.
A group of underprivileged children from difficult haws
for Vat= school can be a major opportunity.
Children, of limited ability who need unusual patience
and sympathy - sometimes they're called slow learners.

53. Of the various things you do as a teacher, which do you consider to be the
most important?
N=36

no r.espouse 2

helping kids feel good about self 4
influence on students 1
giving kid attention 1
develop troral. standards 1
talking to students 7
helping their situation 1
prepare students for career 1
teaching 3
make kids think how they affect others
helping students cope with life 1
spending time with students 1

54. To what extent are you free to do the abov

helping students learn 1
patience, understandinr,1

. teaching reading & math 1
develop whole child 2
Yelping kids see teaching as fun 2
my can students 1
influeing students life 1
helping ,rids 1
being consistent in diq,cipline 1

1 helping students solve problems 1

W28
,lire-or-less as you think best?

15 a. very free
--If- b. moderately free

1 c. not free at all

55. a. What part of the day do yt t consider the best for really ge'-ting
something across to the students?
N=25

38 a. AM
3 b. AM just before lunch
2 c. PM
2 d. anytim.alem.,

SD
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55. (cont.'d)

b. Do you tend to schedule any particular subject or activity at that time?
N=26

19 a. yes
7 b. no

If yes, please specify.

discussion 1
lab 1
reading readiness 3
math, reading 6

reading 5
worksheets 1
Bible time 1
dental health 1

56. a. Haw would you feel about teaching subjects other than your presentone?

won't or feel unemfortable 4 maybe 5
I already do 3 yes or a 13

57. Some say that our schools emphasize the traditions of airway of life
and that they should change very slowly. Others say that our society is
changing very rapidly and that our schools should adjust to these changes
and innovate constantly. Which of these two 7ositions comes closer to
epressing your view?

11 a. Schools should change slowly.
16 b. Schools should change constantly.

58. If you had the opportunity to bring about change in our public schools,
what sinqle change would you most like to see brough doout?
N=32

more discipline 5
no response 2
have parents see students as teachers 1
smaller ...lasses 2
financing 2
put in back-to-basics 1
more money 1
students have more say in school 1
better cooperation between school

and community 1
discourage parents from early reading 1
better attention by parents, teachers

and students 1
less emphasis on grades 1
consistent di-:cipline policy 1

9 0

teaching students 1
more guidance in lower grade 1

'moral education 1
teacher help administration make

decisions 1
coop with home 1
keep out people who know nothing

about education 1
more parent /c onnunity im-olvement 1
curaiculum 1
higher expectations 1
more individualized tei.tching 1
strong academics 1
studios 1
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59. Same teachers seen to emphasize the importance of waarrth and closeness
to students while others seen to stress the importance of the teacher's
getting students to work effectively. 1.)hich of the two (I imagine they're
both important) do you consider more important?
N=28

20 a. warmth and closeness
8 b. getting work done

60. Some teachers think it would be a genuine loss for then to leave the
classroom to enter administrative work in schools. Other teachers
fell that it would be a gain in that it would broaden the part they play
in Instruction. Which of the following comes the closest to exoressing
your feeling on the matter')
N=26

13 a. I would feel real loss if I left the classroan for administratica_
4 b. I would feel same loss if I left the classroan.
7 c. I would have mixed feelings if I left the classroom.
0 d. I would feel some gain if I left the classroom.
2 e. I would feel real gain if I left the classroan for administration.

61. a. How many parents, on the average, did you see in the course of a
month last year?
N=23
# of
arents -# of responses

2 4

3 to 4 5
4 1
5 3

6 to 7 2
12 2

16 to 18 2
20 1
30 1

all- 1
I see them
all once a

Year 1

b. What were the occasions on which you saw parents?
1=47
24 parent conferences
13 II open nooses

c. Other (please specify) (atheletic events 1, phone call 1,
picking up kids 4, field trips 1, when narents work in
the class 1, PTA 1.)

91
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62. Are 4.- a member or at all active in professional organizations and
other activities connected with teaching"' (list memberships and
indications of more than methership status).
N=29

19 a. yes
10 b. no

LEA 3
CEA 13
NEA 10
CSU Edlums 1
LBA 3
IAEA 1
AAPIPER 2
NL 1
SEEN 1
Pi Lambda Theta 1
local professional organization 2
staff development committee 1
bldg. representative 1

64. What do you consider to be the major
principal toward you?
N=51

work with me and back me in all cases
make teaching situation pleasant 1
help me achieve my goals 1
provide advice and guidance 11
encouragement 2
handle paperwork 1
aid in service areas (speech,

county health) 1
make administrative decisions 1
to lead 2
discipline 2
decision maker 3
keep rules & regulations specific 2

CMLTA 1
NCTH 1
CWEA 1
?AMA 1
BUM 1
AEEA 1
PEA 2
CCTA 1
PTA 1
CRPi 1

responsibilities of the school

9 someone I can talk to 4
straighten me out when not right 1
use contacts in community to

help my class 1
programs to involve students 1
not applicable 1
wide range of knowledge 1
devil's advocate 1
making duties clear 1
evaluating my teaching 2
oversee 1
keep me abreast of curriclamil

65. What do you consider to be your mijor responsibilities to the school
principal?
N=41

not applicable 1
frankness 1
cooperation 1
follow his procedures, rules 3

back him when needed 1
taking care of class 1
teaching students 6
to attain school goals 2

92

behave proficiently 1
suggest ways to improve

school 1
keep students in line 4
loyalty 1
let Ilisn)arrow what's going
on in class 6
support him if doing good

job 2

no response 1
to do my best 3
keeping admin. &

staff in line 1
completing my duties 2
communicating ideas 2
follow procedures 1



Appendix C

Item by Item Responses of
Teaching Graduates to the

Telephone Interview
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With Current Teaser & Non-Teachers
Revonsem to Telephone Interview,

By Item

The following twelve tables give a content analysis of the telephone

interviews conducted on 33 of the graduates who we )ntacted and also

presently teaching.
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TABLE 1

"Da what Iseys is teaching different frail what you expected when you
rade the decision to go into the field? (Haw is it better, hail is
it worse ?)"

Res acme

It is better because. . .

"It's less demanding than I expected it to be."
"Teaching is more fulfilling than I thought it would be."
"It's easier to work with parents than I thought it would be. "l

It is worse because. . .

"It's much harder than I thought it would be because of the 6
number of discipline problems I have to eeal with."
"It's mcraharder to cal with the individual differences of 1
students than I thought it would be."
'rhe students are much more involved With drugs, sex and 2
alcohol than I expected."
"It is harder for me to get points across to the students 1
than I thought it would be."
"There is more paperwork than I expected." 1
"It is wore difficult to with parent complaints than 1
I expected."
"I get less cooperation from parents and administrators than 1
I eospeted."

"The children are less interested in learning than I thought 1
they wrIlld-be."

"Teaching takes more work and responsibility than I expected. "1
"I am teaching a different area or subject than I thought I 3
would teach."
"There are less jobs available than I expected " 1
"Teachiry re^sires more emotional involvement than I thought
it would."
"Teaching is less exciting than : thought it would be." 1

It is not much different than I expected it to be. 6
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TABLE 2

"Of '_he teacherr_ had yourself at one time or another, whict do
you consere :-..uranding' Can you deF--ibe one of them to me?

Resnalse

The teacher's persot characteristics:tics:

"The teacher was fair " 3
"The teacher was patient." 1
"S/he 1,i a good sense of humor." 1
"S/he ser,_ open and outgoing." 5
"A student could joke wi h him/her." 1
"S/he was easy to talk to." 1

The teacher's professional characteristics:

"S/he treated everyone equally and had no favorites." 2
"S/he was knowledgea1,1e about the field s/he taught." 3
"S/he took time for ntudents personally." 6
"S/he took the time Ll listen to you." 3
"S/he loved the sub'. t s/he taught." 1
"S/he was serious ac-it his/her work." 1
"S/he inspired students to learn." 1
"S/he invited me to her house." 1
"S/he was definite abc.,_ the course expectations." 1
"S/he gave students a second cance." 1
"S/he was encouraging." 2
"S/he was creative." 1
"S/he made everyone feel successful in some areas."
"S/he created a family atmosphere in the classroom." 1
"C/he did a lot for the students." 1
"S/he cared about the students." 1

The teacher's instructional characteristics:

"S/he made students learn." 3
"S/he made the subject interesting." 5
"S/he dealt with students on their own level." 2
"S/he made students like the subject." 1
"S/he could communicate well."
"S/he got a lot of work done." 1
"S/he never made students feel stupid."
"S/he was organized." 1
"S/he kept discipline in the r, 1
"S/he let students try things °A. heir own." 1
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TABLE 3

"I know it's not easy to state clearly, but would you try to explain
to me what you try most to achieve as a teacher"' What are you really
trying to do most of all?

response N

Goals for students:

"I want to teach students to be responsible for themselves." 1
"I want to teach students enough practical skills that they I
can get a job."
"I want to teach students to like the subject." 1
"I want students to see the practical applicatio of the sub- 1
ject"
"I want to help improve students' self-image." 5
"I '.rant to help students to enjoy school." 3
"I want to make children confident." 1
"I want to teach children to read." 2
"I want to help children to be selfmotivated." 1
"I want to teach the children to love each other." 1
"I want to teach students her to study." 1
"I want to make children learn." 1
"I want to help students to be their best." 1

Goals for teacher:

"I try to be a better prescriber for all individual needs of 2
students."
"I try to find out wny students cannot understand what I 1
teach."
"I try to treat students as individuals." 1
"I try to understand my students better." 1
"I try to challenge each child." 3
"I try to establish good rapport with my students." 1
"I try to teach students better." 3
"I try to keep control of my class." 1
"I try to reinforce appropriate behaviors." 1
"I try to be fair." 1
"I try to be dynamic." 1
"I try to communicate with students." 1
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TAME 4

"What kind of reputations would you most like to have with the elAsses
and students ou deal with?"

Pesnonses

Personal aspects of reputation:

"I want my students to reraeniDer tie as being fair "
"I want my students to like rm."
"I want my students to feel I had rrore impact on than than
just the subject I taught."
"I want my Jtud.ents to feel they can cone and talk to me."
"I want students to feel that I care."
"I want my students to feel they have fun with re."
"I want my students to feel I made than feel good."

Teaching aspects of reputation:

"I want my students to
"I want my students to
"I want my students to
"I want my students to
"I want my students to
learning fun."
"I want my students to
of them."
1'1 want my students to
"I want my students to
"I want my students to

7
8
1

4

5
1
1

respect :re for making than learn." 3
feel they learned a lot fran me." 4
feel I was firm with then." 3
respect me." 4
feel I was someone who made

1
feel I always exi:"ected the most 1

feel I was hard."
feel I was interesting."
feel I allowed them same freedom."
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TABLE 5

"My greatest teaching problem is. ?"

Response

Instruction related:

"I re are too many students in try rlass for me to be able to 1
give enough time to each one."
"There isn't enough time for me to do the things I want to 5
do."

"Discipline problems require too much of my time." . 5
"Some of my students are as advanced as I an in ray subject 1
area."
"I have difficulty keeping adequate records on where 1
students are academically."
"I have difficulty keeping students' attention." 2
"I have problems working with children of differing abilities 2
at the same time."

have a problem knowing that each child is doing his/her 2
best."
"It is difficult for me to be assertive and not back down." 1
"I need more volunteers in the classroom to do a good job 1
of teaching."
"I have a hard time motivating students." 2
"It is difficult forme to help kids do their best." 2
"It is hard for me to get students to do their homework." 1
"I tend to get too involved with my students." 1

Parent & administration related:

"I have a hard time dealing-with parents."
"Parents doet understmmiuthat I'm trying to do."
"Pleasing the administration is difficult."

"My greatest problem last year was. . .?"

Response

2
1
1

Instruction related:

"I had difficulty dPaling with discipline problems." 7
"I had a hard time learning what to do and how to do it." 4
"I had difficulty planning to keep students busy." 5
"It was hard for me to be sure each student is performing 1
their best."
"It was difficult for me to evaluate students." 1
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TABLE 5 cont'd

Pesponse

"It was hard for re to help students and deal with individual 2
problems. "
"I had a hard time learning to read teacher guides. 1
"It was hard for re to be assertive enough." 1
"mere was a lack of materials and space." 1
"I felt insecure about the new role." 1

Parents:

"I had a hard time deal ing with parents." 1
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TABLE 6'

"Bow do you discipline children nag?"

pesconse

Physical punishments:

"I give the students marks endpoints for their behavior and 2
have their parents discipline them."
"I isolate the child." 1
"I make the child stay after school for detention." 3
"I send the student to the supervisor to be disciplined." 2
"I radalP the student." 8
"I try to match the appropriate punishment to each deed." 3
"I have the child sit in a corner." 2
"I make the student miss a fun activity." 2
"I deny the student a privelege." 4
"I remove the student from the group." 1
"I make the student stay in from recess." 1
"I put my hand over the child's mouth." 1
MI give the student extra work to do." 1
"I reward appropriate behaviors." 2
"I make the students undo the results of negative actions." 1

Verbal:

"I work with the student on a one to one basis to decide what 2
they should do about the situation."
"I single the student out in class for their peers to help 1
conform to better behavior."
"I issue a verbal reprimand." 3
"I reason with the student." 12
"I yell at the student." 1
"I tell the student's parents about their behavior." 5
"I warn the student about their behavior." 1

Prevention:

"I try to keep problems from occurring." 1

"Ficm did you discipline children your first year?"

Response

Physical punishments:

"I turned situations over to the supervisor to handle." 3
"I tended to punish students after the fact." 1
"I would paddle students." 8
"I tried to match the appropriate punishment to the child's 3
deed."

"I would require the student to stay for detention." 1
"I %gaga. keep the student in from recess." 2
"I would have the student sit in the corner." 2
"I would deny the student a privelege."1 3
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TAME 6 coned

"I would put my hand over the studerrt'A raz)trr-t1.° 1"I would rive the student extra work tic.) do/ 1NI required the student to write a cciSzoi,ti-4n," 1
"I had the student stand with their Ce Qn the blackboard." 1
"I would require the student to undo the z..0.4.W of the 1
negative action."
"I tended to back off from intervention Mc %e t was unsure 3of myself."

Verbal forms of discipline

"I would tell the parents of their child's Dehovior." 4
"I gave the student a verbal reprinand;" 1
"I would yell at the student."

1
"I would reason with the student." 10
"I had a stern talk with the student." 1
"I would help the student to make a cleCks/Orl eollt what 1to do about their behavior."

Prevention-

"I layed down very strict rules." 2
"I tried to prevent problems from occurritiq.° 1
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SABLE 7

"Haw do you arrange classes now?"

N

Cl sf-Iroans with individual desks :

"I have the desks arranged in a rectangle facing my desk at 11
the.lront of the roam."
"I have the desks arranged in groups." 1
"I have the desks spread out around the roam." 1
"1 have the desks arranged in pairs " 1
"I have same desks arranged in groups and others 1
isolated for the children with poor attention spans."
"I have a changing arrangement throughout the year." 2

Tables:

"I have tables for the students to sit at learning centers
arranged around the room."
"The children sit around a table with me at its center." 1
"The children sit at tables." 2
"Part of the students sit at tables and part in desks." 1

Other:

"I have individual carrells for each student." 1
"'rte classroom is set up like a lab so the students can 1
lcarn practical skills."

1911Crd did you arrange classes your first year?"

Responses

Desks:

"I had the desks arranged in rows facing my desk which 11
was at the front of the roan."
"I hxl the desks arranged in rows at the beginning of the 2
year and then spread them out around the roam."
"I had the desks arranged in clusters at the first of 1
the year and then set them up in rows."
"I had the desks arranged in pairs." 1
"I move the desks around throughout the year." 2

Tables:

"I have the students sit at tables and arranged learning 3
centers around the room."
"The children sit at tables." 2

Other:

"The students sit in chairs." 103 1
"This question is not applicable to my situation.' 7
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TAME 8

at curriculum experiences do you emphasize nag?"

Response

Seoondary:

"I teach high stool math." 1
"I teach high schcol english." 2
"I teach French in high school." 1
"I teach science in high school." 2

Elementary & Special Education

"I think that reading and math are stressed most in my 4
class."
"Reading, math and English are the most important 2
curriculum areas in my program."
"I emphasize reading the most in my program." 9
"Math is the curriculum area I stress most in my class." 6
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TABLE 9

"How do you feel you should respond to a gild showing you good work?"

Response

Physical reinforcements:

"I give then good grades." 2
"1 write them a note to let then know they did a good job." 1
"I have then teach slower children." 2
"I smile at them." 1
"I display their papers." 2
"I erpbasize their improvement on report cards." 1
"I stamp 'super' on their hand." 1
"I write good on their paper." 2
"I give the child a hug." 1
"I put a happy face on their paper." 1
"I give them Burger King coupons." 1

Verbal reinforcements:

"I give them verbal ooropliments." 8
"I praise them." 14
"I tell their parents." 2
"I make an announcement over the PA system." 1
"I sound excited and enthusiastic." 1
"I try to challerne them to do more good work." 1
"I try to sound positive about their work." 2
"I give them positive reinforcement." 2
"I try to encourage the students." 2

"How did you feel you should respond to a child showing you good work
Last year?"

Response

Physical reinforcements:

"I would give then good grades." 1
"I would have the students teach each other." 1
"I gave student positive body contact." 1
"I would display the student's work." 3
"I would note the student's improvermnt on the report card." 1
"I would give something to a slower child." 1
"I would stamp 'super' on the student's hand." 1
"I would give the student an edible reward." 2

Verbal reinforcements:

"I would give them verbal cartpliments." 6
"I would praise then." 11
"I would say something to them when I was returning their 1
papers."
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TASTE 9 cant d

Response

"I would tell them they °F.Jd a good job in an excited and 4
enthUsiastic manner."
"I would challenge the student to do more good work." 1
*7 would tell the student's parents." 1
"I never knew what to say." 1
"I would encom-age the student " 1
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TABLE 10

Nhat kinds of responsibilities do children have to learn to assume
in . classroom?"

Response N

Caltent-oriented responsibilities:

"I have students grade each other's papers." 2
"I want students to be able tc budget their time." 1
"I require students to be able to get their work done on 9
their own."
"I want students work to be done neatly." 1
"The children are responsible for their actio_ls." 4
"The students need to learn to work with their supervisor." 1
"The students need to learn to accept criticism and praise." 1
"The children are responsible for learning certain concepts." 1
"I want the students to come to class prepared." 4
"The students need to be organized." 1
"The students have to write their assignments down." 1
"The students need to get their homework-done." 3
"The students need to get their work in on time." 2
"The students need to learn to follow directions." 1

Social-emotional responsibilities:

"Students need to get along with each other." 1
"I require the students to help other students." 4
"The students need to take care of meeting their am needs." 6
"The students must take care of the materials." 3
"The students need to use good manners." 1
"I require the students to work quietly." 1
"The students need to be obedient." 1
"The students need to be courteous." 1
"I require the students to behave in class." 1

Managerial responsibilities:

"I have the students keep their desks neat." 4
"I have the students pass out papers." 1
"The students act as my messenger." 1
"I have the students clean the library." 1
"I require the students to follow the directions of the 2
classroom."
"I have students clean-up and put things away." 4
"The students raise the flag in the classroom." 1
"The students are responsible for getting the milk." 1
"One studvIt takes care of the sink." 1
"One student leads the line." 1
"The students are responsible for conducting the opening 1
exercises."

"I have the students look after the hare chores." 1
"The student must put their cupin the sink." 1
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TAME u.

"of all the various goals you have in mind as a teacher, which one (or
ones) do you think you've mleg. pretty good procress toward acoarplish-
ing this year'"

Response
t1

Personal, self-directed:
"I have been successful in setting parents to work with 1
their children at home."
"I have tried to be rAlmPr this year and have been successful 1
in doing SO."
"I have become more organized this year." 2
"I have node an effort to research answers and to solve 1
problems."
"I have been merely trying to survive." 1
"I have node better use of my time this year." 1
"I have learned better ways of handling situations that 1
come up."
"I have had an easier time molding to substitute situations." 1

CUrriculum-directed:

"I have made strides in expanding my curriculum this year." 1
"I was able to find a reading readiness program that I 2
find effective with the children."

Student-directed:

"I have been successful in improving some students attitudes 1
About stealing and cheating."
"I have been successful in getting better rapport with 2
my students."
"I was able to keep the good students involved and interested.1
"I have been able to get the children to learn reading 1
readiness skills."

"I have improved. my students math skills." 1
"I was able to get more students to work on their own." 1
"More of my students have moved up academically this year." 4
"I was more successfu2 in attending to individual students' 3
needs."

"I have improved the students' language skills." 1
"My students socialize with one another more this year." 1
"I was successful in diminishing students' self-abusive 1
behavior."

"I have done a lot this year to improve children's self- 2
concept."
"I feel that almost every child has learned something this 1
year."

Discipline related:

"I have had much less discipline problems this year than I 2
have in the past."
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TABLE 12

"With what goal 1-,1: goals do you feel least satisfied -- least sure
that you have accomplished m[ush_progress?"

Response

Personal, self-directed:

"I have a tendency to act rather than to react to situations."1
"I have a difficult time writing good tests." 1
"My student evaluations are not as good as I wish they were." 1
"I have a hard time organizing for long-range goals." 2
"My record keeping on individual students is not as good as 1
I wish it were."
"I cannot seem to deal well with the administration and the 1
low salary I receive."
"I have been able to bring the slow reading group up a lot 1
but not as much as I'd hoped."
"The materials in my roam are not as organized as I would 1
like them to be."
"I am not as successful as I would like to be in dealing 1
with parents."
"I have not set up as many learning centers as I wanted to." 1
"I have not been as successful in motivating students as I 1
wanted to be."
"I have not been able to organize the materials and program 1
as well as I would like."
"I have not been very perceptive about students' needs." 1
"I haven't been able to draw on community resources this 1
year."

"I have not been able to get a full-time job yet." 1

Curriculum-directed:

"My science curriculum is not as strong as I would like 1
it to be."

.

"I have a tendency to follow the teacher's guide too closely, 1
rather than coming up with original ideas."
"My reading program is not of the highest quality." 1

Student-directed:

"My students have poor attitudes about stealing and cheating."1
"The students in my class do not get along together very well 2
and there is not very much student interaction."
"r.ihe students have not developed their gross motor skills as 1
much as I'd hoped they would."
"I am concerned because I have been unable to foster one 1
student's development."

Discipline-oriented:

"I have a difficult time maintaining discipline in my class- 4
roam."

"I have a hard time getting children to settle down in good 1
weather."
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Sample Verbatim Responses to Telephone
and In-Person Interviews
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Table D-1

1. "Why are you not teaching nag?"

Responses N

"My major did not lead to a teaching career since I majored
in recreation." 3
"I couldn't find a teaching jnb." 4
"I am blind and feel unable to teach because of my handicap." 1
"I do not want to teach because of a bad student teaching
experience I had." 1
"Because there were not jobs, I decided not to teach." 1
"I never even ordered my certification papers." 1
"I did not like teaching." 2
"I don't like children." 1
"I had a non-teaching job in college and was offered a full-
time position when I graduated." 1

2. "Why did you chose your current occuoation?"

Responses

"Because I enjoy sports, I elected to work in the recreation
field." 1
"I had some background in computers, so I got a job as a
programmer." 1
"There were alot of rewards available in my present job." 1
"The company I work for has a good training program." 1
"My uncle owned the company." 1
"I have lots of free time in my current job." 1
"I prefer this job to teaching." 1
"I earn alot of money." 1
"This job is a continuation of what I did when I was in
school."

, 1
"I always thought that women became teachers or nurses. When
teaching jobs were unavailable, I became an audiologist because
that seemed to be a related field." 1
Not applicable because unemployed 1

3. "*iat kinds of responsibilities do you have in your job?"

"I hire and fire personnel, seek funds, and basically run
the department." 1
"I oversee mortgage terms and the tellers." 1
"I write computer programs for various departments." 1
"I am in school now." 1
"My job responsibilities include doing public relations
work, dealing with correspondence, making policy, doing the
payroll, and supervising rental of roans." 1
"I am in charge of lending and collections." 1
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Table D-1 #3 cont'd

"I supervise men." 1
"I handle funds." 1
"I move furniture." 1
"I wait on tables." 1
"I don't have many responsibilities." 1
"I take care of air conditioning and heating systems and
building security and maintenance." 1
"I diagnose hearing disorders and counsel the hearing
impaired." 1
Not applicable because unemployed 1

4. "Did you learn anything in your teacher education program that
helps you in your job ?"

Response

"I learned how to deal with different age groups." 1
"I learned skills for dealing with people." 3
"I learned some problem solving skills." 1
"I learned to analyze problems and to cope better with people."1
"I learned to supervise people, how to plan and how to
evaluate work."

1
"I didn't learn anything that helps me in my current job." 2
"I learned administrative skills." 1
"I learned about sales and marketing in my business education
courses."

1
"I learned some mechanical skills in my industrial technology
program."

1
"I learned some record-keeping skills." 1
"I learned how to work well with children." 1
Not applicable because unemployed

1

5. "Do you ever want to teach (again)?"

Response

"I might teach at the college level someday." 2
"No."

1
"I want to tutor."

1
"I might teach part-time.--at some time, but I never want to
teach in the public schools." 1
"I probably will not ever teach." 3
"If teachers got better salaries, I would teach." 2
"I might teach someday." 1
"If I could get a job I would teach." 2
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One way to report these findings is to provide the reader with

a snapshot of graduates whose profile could be considered "typical".

Three "snapshots" follow: one of Mark, a male graduate who has been

teaching for three years, one of Ann, a female graduate who has also

been teaching for three years, and one of Joe, representing those

persons in the sampleidho graduated but decided on another occupation

than teaching.

Mark is a twenty-eight year old Caucasian, who is active in the

Protestant church. He has never been married. He was born and raised

in Wapakoneta, a small town in Ohio,although he lives in Dayton. He

attended a public school and came to Ohio State University, because

he knew others who had come here. When he began college, his father

was a factory worker.

Mark did not decide to go into education until he was a junior.

Before that he had considered going into accounting. He felt that

his friends and teachers influenced his career choide. He was at-

tracted to teaching because it seemed challenging and afforded him

time off. He reports now that if he had the chance to do it over

again, he would either go into teaching or veterinary medicine.

Since he graduated fran Ohio State, he has taught third and fourth

grade for three years in a suburban district outside of Dayton. He

completed a Masters degree in Education Administration in 1978.

At present, Mark is teaching 26 fourth graders. He generally

works with the children alone and does not normally work with children

other than those in his class. He describes his classroom as an open

setting. As with previous years, he changes the seating arrange-

ment throughout the year. He feels that teaching machines, TV, and

semi-structured educational materials (Cuisenaire rods, puzzles, etc.)

are not useful in classrooms. He feels the most important subject
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areas are math, reading and english.

To Mark, an ideal teacher is fair; he hopes to be seen as fair

by his students. The thing he is trying most to achieve as a teacher

is to teach the children to be responsible for themselves. The re-

sponsibilities he has children assume in his classroom are grading

each other's papers, budgeting their time, and getting assignments

done. Mark has found teaching to be a:lot harder than he thought it

would be primarily because of thJ discipline problems he has en-

muttered. Mark feels he has learned to be calmer this year, but still

feels frustrated by not being able to teach everything.

Mark's view of his biggest teaching problems have changed. His

first year he felt the greatest teaching problem vais not knowing how to

teach. Now his biggest problem is the large number of children in the

room. Mark also mentioned discipline changes. His first year, he

felt he was very inconsistent in his application of discipline. This

year, he gives the children tickets for bad behavior and they *aye the

ticket hate to their parents for the application of discipline.

Mark spends about thirty-seven and a half hours a week on the

school premises. The majority of that time (25 hours) is spent in

actual classroom teaching, another eight hours is spent in planning

and preparation. The remainder of his time is divided among ac-

tivities such as grading papers, administrative paper work, seeing stu-

dents, andmeatings. An additional two hours a week of his time is

spent in professional groups or classes. He spends very little time

working on teaching at home. Mark feels that teaching is a large part

of his life, but he values the time he spends away from it. Mark con-

siders the morning the best time to really get something across to stu-

dents, so he teaches reading at that time. If he were given extra
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time, he would spend it on preparation dot 0-40-

In his current position, he feels ntekrakieY free to do the things

he considers most importanthelping c1 1.4,A01 .303 being consistent '

in discipline. He also feels that get All done is more important

than warmth and closeness. Mark sees AcOk tree parents a month

at parent conferences. He feels that 411e DrAcJ.Pal's major ruspons-

ibility is to back him up and support }fin An3 ttlat his responability

to the principal is to support him/her At Vie 1.5 doing a good job.

Mark feels both satisfied and dis044-464,dTATith his current

position.' He reports that the salary Ord reS DeCt he receives and

having a position of influence are the rt1:10k PipOrtant job features to

him. He receives satisfaction fran the opPokligty to wield in-

fluence, and having time off he gains odAti-sfetison fran mastery of

discipline and classroom management. gr* Ae1 .4 Pia satisfaction with

teaching would be increased if college PrOte4so's Kept their ideas out

of the schools. If he were looking foc a lieW te4Ching job, his prior-

ities would be in the following order: sakOnt0 salary, professional

freedom, administrative influence, profasOorAl Prestige, and special

.

needs. He feels that he gets the most Art53srlt On his work from in-

formal conversations with colleagues arglOiandO. He would have mixed

feelings about leaving the classroom for OA 001W-niOtrative job. He

feels that he is able to guage his owraEOCrAveness as a teacher,

but that the reactions of his students AO t i ij parents are also

important to him.

Mark feels that the schools are d0410 a Pretty good job, but

that they should get back to basics. fte fees they should be run

like a business with stated responsibiLitiAs 4150 clear authority. He

believes that any changes should be rel$140d AIOwly. If he has the

_
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opportunity to bring about Qv change it would be stricter discipline.

Ann is a twenty-nine year old Caucasian, who is active in her Lutheran

church. She is married and has one child. She was born and raised

in Marion, a small town in Ohio. She attended a public high school.

She decided to go to Ohio State University because there was a branch

in her home town and because it had a good reputatiOn in the field of

education. When she began college her father was a railroad tele-

grapher.

Ann decided to go into education when she was in sixth or seventh

grade. She had wanted to go into teaching since she was a child. The

only other occupation that she considered seriously was banking. If

she had an opportunity to do it over again, she would still choose

teaching..

Since she graduated from Ohio State, she substituted for ten weeks

at Ridgedale Local and has taught for three years at River Valley

Local. She has done no course work since her bachelor's degree,

and has =plans to do so at this time.

At present she is teaching 19 second graders. She generally

works with the children alome and does not normally work with children

other than those in her class. She describes her classroom as a

self-contained classroom. She changes the arrangement of the seats

throughout he year, working-toward small clusters at the end of the

year-- She motes having made the same changes in seating in her

first year of teaching. She feels that teaching machines, IV, and semi-

materials (Cuisenare rods, puzzles, etc.) are moderately

useful inymaching. The most important subject areas to her are

reading, math and science.
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Ann has found teaching to be alot more involved than she had

expected it to be primarily because of the enormous differences in

children (differring attention spans, learning disabilities).

Her ideal teacher made her subject interesting and interested Ann

in learning. She hopes that her students will come to respect her

for making them learn.. The thing she is trying most to achieve as a

teacher is to be a good prescriber for individual needs, since she

does not believe that you can teach all children in the same way.

The responsibilities she has children assume in her classroom are that

they do their work, keep their desks clean, cwn up to their actions,

and find out what has to be done and do it. Ann feels that she is

becoming more organized this year, that she is better able to research

and solve problems on how to de Al with individual children. It is

difficult for her to think of any areas that she feels need improvement,

because the group of children she is, working with this year are .o easy

to work with, but she does think that she has a tendency to react

rather than act in sane situations.

Ann's view of her greatest teaching problem and how to discipline

children have changed in the three wears she has taught. Her first

year she felt that her greatest teaching problem was discipline. She

felt very unsure of how stern to be with the children. Now her great-

est problem is coping with the children who have learning dis-

ahtlitieS and, have trouble learning to read. She feels that her first

year she was very unsure about how to discipline children. Many

times she would back off rather than try to handle difficulties. Her

approach to/discipline now.is to try to move the children toward self-

discipline. The only specific disciplinary technique she mentioned

using is keeping children in at recess.
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in feels extremely satisfied with her current position. She spends

about forty to forty-three hours a week at school. The bulk of that

tine is spent in actual classroom teaching (32 1/2 hours). Another

ten hours is spent in preparing for class and planning lessons. The

remainder of her time is spent grading papers, doing administrative

paper work, seeing individual students, meetings, and extracurricular

activities. She spends another 2 hours a week at home in preparing

for teaching. Ann feels that teaching is a large part of her life,

but she enjoys the time she spends away from her career. Ann con-

siders the morning the best part of the day for gettLng something ac-

ross to students. For that reason,,she teaches math and reading at

that time. If she were given extra time, she would spend it on pre-

paration for class. Ann reports that she would enjoy changing the

grade level that she teaches to refresh her perspective.

In her current position, Ann feels very free to do the things she

considers most important--teach the children--in the way that she

thinks best. She feels that getting work done is more important than

warmth and closeness. Ann sees about two parents a month, on the

average, except during parent conferences twice a year, when she sees

all parents in a short period of time. She feels that the principal's

responsibility to her is to make administrative decisions and make

her aware of weaknesses and strengths, offering-suggestions for

change. Her responsibility to the principal is to maintain a learning

environment and to meet the individual needs of the students to the

best of her ability.

Ann reports that the opportunity to study,master classroom manage-

ment, and "reach" students are the most important aspects of her job

to her. She receives satisfaction from the opportunity to influence
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her students. She likes having time off and the security of having

an income and position. She feels her satisfaction with teaching

would be increased if the humanistic philosophy toward education could

be eradicated. If she were looking for a new job, her priorities would

be in the following order: professional freedom, students and other

conditions, salary, administrative influence, special need, and pro-

fessional prestige. She feels that she gets the most insight on her

work from informal conversations with her oolleages and friends. She

would have mixed feelings about leaving the classroom for an adminis-

trative job. She feels that she is sometimes able to guage her own

effectiveness as a teacher, but that the reactions of the students are

the best guage of her effectiveness.

Ann feels that the schools have basically good purposes, to make

children informed and honest, but that they need to take a firmer

stance on moral education. She feuls that they should be run like a

business with clearly stated responsibilities and clear authroity.

She believes that any changes should be realized slowly. If she

had an opportunity to bring about a single change, it would be that

students were taught more and babied less.

Joe is a single, 25 year old Caucasian, who is active in his

Baptist church. He was born, raised and still lives in Marion, a

small town in Ohio. He attended a public high school and went to OSU at

Marion because he could live at home and save money. He decided to go

into teaching his senior year in high school because he liked working

with children and liked getting summers off. He considered teething

music, but finally majored in Early and Niddle Childhood Education.
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He feels that if he had a chance to do it over he would become an elec-

trician. He is not currently taking classes anC has no plans to do so.

Since he graduated, Jae has held three related positions: janitor

at OSU for i 1/2 years, head janitor at Tri Rivers J.V.S., and build-

ing superintendent at OSU Marion. He had worked in the maintenance

field when he was in college and was offered a full .-time position

after graduating. His responsibilities include security, maintenance,

and heating. At that time, he felt that teaching afforded too small

a salary and jobs were difficult to find. He has no regrets about

not teaching and does not consider teaching at a later date.

The two teachers highlighted in these summaries are typical

of their teaching peers. The general view of the teachers is that the

highest priority needs to be placed on teaching students the basic

skills - reading, english, math, etc. Both teachers felt that the

program at Ohio State had not provided sufficient skills for dealing

with discipline problems. They both expressed concern about their

ability to cope in that area at same point in their career. One of

these teachers, as well as some of his peers who were surveyed, sug-

gested that nowhere in their undergraduate program had they been

taught "how to teach."

Joe is like the majority of his non-teaching peers in that he

never has taught and does not feel he does want to teach. He opted

for a job thaltwa.A oared immediately after graduation and has stayed

in the same field -IL the past three years,
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